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Abstract
The number of applications of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) is increasing
every day in a variety of fields that include surveillance, surveying, environ-
mental sampling, crop inspection, search and rescue, and more. In order
to increase the level of autonomy, these type of vehicles have to rely on
safe and reliable navigation and guidance systems that are able to overcome
perturbations and uncertainties in the environment in which these aircraft
operate. UAV use ground control stations to plan a path to a goal before
flying, using Global Positioning System (GPS) as their source of localisation.
However, reliable GPS localisation is not always available due to occlusions
or absence of the satellite signal. The accuracy and reliability of such lo-
calisation systems also decreases for low cost UAVs. Flying in GPS-denied
environments and with only on-board sensors as the source of localisation is
challenging, particularly when there are obstacles in the airspace that need
to be avoided, or if there is uncertainty in a goal location which requires the
UAV to fly and explore an area in order to detect a target. Additionally,
a higher level of uncertainty affects the mission when the target location
is completely or partially known and can only be discovered by exploration.
Furthermore, the mission becomes even more complex when the target moves
on the ground. The problems of navigation, target finding and mobile target
tracking and following are established in this research as online Partially Ob-
servable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), so as to produce a policy that
maps a set of motion commands to belief-states and observations. This re-
search presents a novel framework to formulate, implement and execute UAV
missions under uncertainty planning a motion policy which is constantly up-
dated on-line while flying. A newly-developed modular system allows a UAV
to navigate and perform target finding and tracking missions in GPS-denied
ix
xand cluttered environments using observations and executing motion com-
mands instead of waypoints. Experimental results in both simulation and
real flight tests, show that the UAV finds a path on-line to a region where
it can reduce its uncertainty in localisation, and explores the flying area to
detect a target without colliding into obstacles. This research provides a
new framework and an enabling technology to perform UAV missions in real
scenarios using low cost platforms in scenarios subject to uncertainty in the
motion and localisation of both the UAV and the target.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Ground, underwater and aerial robots are widely used for multiple purposes
such as environmental monitoring, target detection and remote sensing mis-
sions. In particular, the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) is increasing
every day in a variety of fields that include surveillance, surveying, environ-
mental sampling, crop inspection and more [1, 2]. In order to increase the
level of autonomy, these type of vehicles have to rely on safe and reliable
navigation and guidance systems that are able to overcome perturbations
and uncertainties in the environment in which these aircraft operate.
UAV use ground control stations to plan a path to a goal before flying,
using Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors as their source of localisation.
However reliable GPS localisation is not always available due to occlusions or
absence of the satellite signal. The accuracy of such localisation systems also
decreases for low cost UAVs. Flying in GPS-denied environments and with
only on-board sensors as the source of localisation is challenging, particularly
when there are obstacles in the airspace that need to be avoided, or if there
is uncertainty in the goal location which requires the UAV to fly and explore
an area until a target is detected.
Motion planning for UAV missions is a highly complex problem due to
the nature of the environment in which a UAV has to perform its mission.
Among the problems that a UAV has to overcome when doing a task, are
the uncertainties and disturbances in its environment and the difficulty to
have an accurate perception of it. Some of these uncertainties affect the UAV
motion and are produced by the internal mechanisms of the UAV. There are
1
2other uncertainties that are inherent to the perception system used by the
UAV which are larger for low cost platforms. Another type of uncertainty
are external disturbances, such as wind present in the UAV flying airspace
and others that are related to the type of mission, such as uncertainty in
target localisation and target motion.
UAV navigation can be formulated as a robotic mission which requires
the robot or UAV to take a series of actions in order to reach a goal. In this
way, the robot or UAV motion commands can be represented by a finite set
of actions which change the state of the UAV. The solution to the navigation
problem can then be represented as a series of actions that should be executed
depending on the state of the UAV in order to reach a goal.
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) model the sequential decision prob-
lem under motion uncertainties using a mathematical framework [3]. The
objective of this framework is to generate a policy that allows an agent (a
UAV or robot) to decide what sequence of actions should be taken in order
to maximise a return, taking into account the uncertainties in motion and
a set of rewards for accomplishing the mission objectives and penalties for
avoiding undesired states. Nonetheless, MDP rely on the assumption that
the state of the agent is completely observable, which might not be the case
for many mission scenarios.
In most real situations the robot perception is limited by the type of
sensors and the environment in which the robot is moving. According to this,
the sensory system of the robot is not completely accurate or is insufficient
and consequently its perception of its current state would have errors or
deviations from the real state. This limitation in the sensory systems of
robots is also known as partial observability.
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP) can incorpo-
rate the uncertainties in sensing and the partial observability of the agent in
the environment [3]. This framework can be used to plan robotic and UAV
missions that must account for uncertainties in real scenarios and the limita-
tions of the UAV sensors under special conditions. In a POMDP, the agent
state is partially observable due to the perception uncertainty. This uncer-
tainty is described as a belief-state, which is a probability distribution over
possible states. The motion plan that is computed by a POMDP algorithm
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is called a policy, which maps the belief-state and observations to a series
of actions in order to reach a goal. However, solving problems formulated
as POMDPs is computationally demanding, increasing in complexity with
the number of possible actions, observations and the way the environment is
modelled [4].
There have been many algorithms for solving POMDPs, and recently,
there has been some progress in the performance of these solvers, especially
in their ability to cope with bigger scenarios and larger systems [5–7]. These
type of algorithms concentrate on the reachable state space of the agent in
order to optimise and to accelerate the computation of the motion policy in
larger scenarios.
One of the parameters that controls the computation of a POMDP policy
is the planning horizon. This horizon sets the maximum steps into the future
for the search of series of actions that allow the UAV to reach a terminal state.
The longer the planning horizon, the more time the algorithm will take to
compute a policy. However, longer planning horizons guarantee that the goal
of the mission is reached.
In UAV missions, it is desired to have a short calculation time per step
while achieving a high value of expected return. This presents the need for
generating a method to explore the effect that the planning horizon has on
the quality of the motion policy. In order to solve an online POMDP problem,
it is important to set a planning horizon that allows to achieve a high return
in a short calculation time.
There are several works involving target finding and tracking using UAVs.
Most of these works are based on simulated scenarios [8–13]. Other works
present real flight solutions [14]. However, these type of systems rely on very
precise and/or external perception systems for localisation, which may not be
present in real world scenarios. Flying in GPS-denied environments and with
only on-board sensors as the source of perception presents a big challenge and
remains an open problem. Furthermore, the mission becomes more complex
and challenging when the UAV has to fly exploring an enclosed scenario with
the aim to find a ground target whose location is unknown. This mission
becomes even more challenging if the target is moving on the ground.
One way to model the UAV target finding and tracking missions un-
4der uncertainty is to formulate them as sequential decision problems using
POMDP. Some works propose a POMDP solution for target tracking but
only show results in a simulated environment [14–16]. Other work models
the uncertainty in target localisation using a belief, and plan series of actions
to solve the mission but relies on accurate localisation of the UAV in its en-
vironment [17]. A model and a system that incorporates the uncertainty in
the UAV states due to imperfect sensing and the uncertainty in the target’s
location is still under exploited.
1.1 Research Problem
This research investigates the problem of formulating and implementing UAV
missions under uncertainty for navigation and target detection, target find-
ing and target tracking and following in cluttered and GPS denied scenar-
ios using online POMDP solvers and low cost UAV. This research explores
how to formulate these missions as sequential decision problems using online
POMDP, in order to find a motion policy that maps belief-states to motion
commands or actions. This research also focuses on how to implement and
execute the motion planning online, updating the motion policy and belief-
state while flying. The formulation of the missions must take into account
multiple elements, such as the dynamic capabilities of the UAV, the time
for action execution, update and re-computation of the policy, the possible
observations in the environment and the sensors deviations in time.
The main research question is formulated in this research to describe the
main goal as follows.
Main question How to enable a low cost UAV to autonomously and
safely perform navigation, target finding and tracking missions subject to
uncertainties in motion, perception and localisation in cluttered and GPS-
denied environments?
The main question can be divided into five sub-questions that concentrate
on different aspects of the problem.
The first question covers different aspects that should be considered for
the implementation of the UAV missions in real scenarios using online POMDP
algorithms in order to validate the formulation of the mission as POMDPs.
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Question 1 How can navigation, target finding and tracking missions
subject to uncertainty be implemented on low cost UAV using online POMDP
in real scenarios?
The second question describes the implications of the length of the plan-
ning horizon in the performance of a POMDP algorithm. This research
question seeks to find methods for optimising the calculation of the POMDP
policy by adjusting the planning horizon.
Question 2 What are the implications of the planning horizon in the
computation of a motion policy in a UAV mission under uncertainty? How
can the the planning horizon be adjusted to its optimal length for a particular
POMDP problem?
The third question focuses on modelling the sequential decision process
of the UAV navigation mission under uncertainty using the mathematical
framework of Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes.
Question 3 How can a UAV navigation and target detection mission
be formulated as an online POMDP considering the uncertainty in UAV
motion, localisation, perception and target location in cluttered and GPS-
denied environments?
The fourth question increases in complexity and establishes the issue of
modelling a ground target finding mission under uncertainty as an online
POMDP.
Question 4 How can a UAV target finding mission in cluttered and
GPS-denied environments be formulated as an online POMDP considering
the uncertainty in UAV motion, perception and localisation of both the UAV
and the target?
The fifth question relates to the more challenging problem of modelling
the sequential decision process of finding, tracking and following a mobile
ground target under uncertainty using online POMDPs.
Question 5 How can a UAV target tracking and following mission in
cluttered and GPS-denied environments be formulated as online POMDP
considering uncertainty in motion, localisation and perception of both the
UAV and the target?
61.2 Methodology
The aim of this research is to enable a low cost UAV to perform UAV missions
under uncertainty formulated as online POMDPs for navigation, target find-
ing and target tracking in GPS-denied and cluttered environments. In order
to deal with the uncertainty in these missions, this research establishes the
missions as sequential decision problems under uncertainty in partial observ-
able environments and considers the research gap found through a literature
review on the theories of Robot Navigation, Path Planning, Motion Planning
under Uncertainty, MDP, POMDP, Target Finding and Target Tracking un-
der Uncertainty and Quadrotor fundamentals. A general overview of the
theoretical framework of this research is presented as a conceptual diagram
in Fig. 1.1.
  
Online POMDP
Sequential Decision 
Process Modelling
Implementation
Adjusting POMDP 
Planning Horizon
UAV Missions under Uncertainty
Navigation
Target Finding
Target Tracking
Conceptual Framework
● GPS-Denied Environment
● Cluttered Environment
● Low Cost UAV
UAV Motion Control
Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram describing the interaction among different
theories and concepts that constitute the research problem.
This diagram shows the concepts of three UAV missions under uncer-
tainty as the main objective. In particular, navigation, target finding and
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target tracking in GPS-denied and cluttered environments, which will be
modelled in this research as sequential decision processes using the mathe-
matical framework of POMDP.
In order to have a better understanding of the POMDP theory and for-
mulation, existing POMDP benchmark test cases are studied and tested in
simulation. Preliminary formulations of the navigation, target finding and
target tracking missions are also tested in simulation in order to explore how
to model the different elements of the missions as POMDP.
The efficiency of the POMDP algorithm in the computation of the policy
is critical in an online implementation. Especially for UAV missions in which
the policy is computed online while flying, since the UAV cannot stop its
motion and wait until a new action command is issued by the planning al-
gorithm. In order to increase the efficiency on the computation of the online
policy, this research investigates the implications of the length of the planning
horizon in the computation time and quality of the policy. This quality is
measured as the ability to maximise a value function. Furthermore, methods
to adjust the planning horizon to increase the efficiency and accelerate the
computation of the motion policy are explored.
In order to model this missions as POMDP, a number of elements are
considered. First, the number of state variables that need to be included
in the POMDP formulation in order to approximate a real scenario. These
variables must be selected in order to model the state of the UAV with respect
to the scenario and mission needs. Furthermore, the motion model of the
UAV is taken into account in order to model the transition between states,
incorporating deterministic and stochastic components to approximate the
real dynamic behaviour of the UAV.
Another component of the sequential problem formulation is the selection
of the set of actions that the UAV should be executing in order to accomplish
the mission. The set of actions must take into account the dynamic capa-
bilities of the UAV to transition from a state to the next after performing
an action. In order to formulate the set of actions, a UAV motion control
system is designed to guarantee the execution of actions. The design of this
control system allows the characterisation of the transition between states,
which in turn, allows to have a deterministic component to predict the next
8states based on the action selected.
The next element to consider in the problem formulation is the modelling
of the perception system of the UAV. The localisation of the UAV and the
target with respect to a world frame is computed based on the output of
the perception system. This perception system is subject to deviations and
drift in the measured variables which generates uncertainty. These uncer-
tainties should be model in order to include them in the computation of the
next states. These uncertainties constitute the stochastic component of the
transition function.
Moreover, the POMDP formulation should consider the observations that
the UAV can obtain from the environment through its sensors. Modelling the
different observations of the UAV in the mission allows the POMDP algo-
rithm to plan actions to gather information in order to reduce the uncertainty
and to plan a safer path to achieve the goal. The number of different ob-
servations in the scenario can affect the efficiency on the computation of the
motion policy, which is critical for an online POMDP implementation. This
research investigates how to model the observations in the environment in
order to allow for an efficient computation of the motion policy in an online
POMDP.
The implementation of the UAV missions under uncertainty as online
POMDP faces various challenges. The first challenge is to find the required
computation time of the policy that guarantees an optimal motion plan online
while flying but at the same time allows the UAV to execute an action.
A method is investigated to implement the execution of the motion policy
and simultaneously update the belief-state of the mission after perceiving an
observation and to recalculate the motion policy based on the updated belief-
state. Additionally, a number of parameters in the POMDP formulation,
such as the UAV speed, the planning horizon, the action duration, the number
of sampling particles for the belief state, the reward function and the discount
factor are selected in order to guarantee that the POMDP online algorithm
finds a solution to reach the goal state in the selected step time.
Finally, this research investigates how to model different behaviours of
a ground mobile target in simulation and in a real scenario. This research
proposes a target tracking formulation with an online POMDP implemen-
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tation in a real scenario with a mobile target whose motion exhibits non
deterministic modes.
1.3 Contributions and Significance
This research provides five main contributions to the field of motion planning
for UAV missions in GPS-denied and cluttered environments. Each contri-
bution is focused on addressing each of the five questions outlined in this
thesis.
Contribution 1. The first contribution of this research is the develop-
ment of a framework for the formulation, execution and online planning of the
UAV missions with multiples sources of uncertainty using online POMDPs
for motion planning. A system called Uncertainty Based UAV Navigation
(UBNAV) was developed as a modular hardware and software system that
uses a low cost multi-rotor UAV flying in a 3D indoor space with no GPS
signal available. UBNAV updates its motion plan on-line while flying based
on perceived observations taking into account motion and localisation uncer-
tainties in both the UAV and the target.
The software system in the framework consists of four modules; a module
that performs the online motion planning, another module for motion control
of the quadrotor using four decoupled PID controllers, an observation module
that transforms sensor readings to observations and a module that interfaces
with the UAV internal system.
The framework implements a method for coordinating the execution of
the missions updating the belief-state and the UAV motion policy while flying
in parallel with the action execution and sensing. In order to achieve this the
framework considers the action execution time, the belief-state update time,
the policy calculation time and the transition time for the controlled states
in a designed motion control system.
Contribution 2. The second contribution of this work is exploring the
effect of the planning horizon on the policy computation. Results obtained
for all four different POMDP problems as test cases indicated that there is
a maximum expected accumulated return for a specific length of planning
horizon and that increasing the horizon beyond this point does not provide
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advantages but instead increases the policy computation time.
A method was developed to explore the evolution of the return values in
the planning stage along the tree search based on correlation. This method
provides an indication of the level in the search tree in a POMDP algo-
rithm where the value function becomes independent from the initial belief,
signalling the appropriate planning horizon. Based on this indication three
algorithms are presented to adjust the planning horizon for online POMDP
problems.
Contribution 3. The third contribution is the formulation, implementa-
tion and testing of a UAV navigation mission in environments with multiple
sources of uncertainty as an online POMDP. This formulation models the
UAV motion using a continuous state space and includes deterministic and
stochastic components for calculating the next states after executing an ac-
tion. Modelling the state space in this way facilitates the calculation of the
next states based on the decoupled system dynamics by using characteristic
time step responses for four controlled states of the UAV based on the output
of a designed motion control system.
Furthermore, the uncertainties produced by the deviations in the sensor
readings and in the visual odometry calculation are included in the transition
function and observation models using probability distributions.
The actions are modelled in the POMDP as motion commands that
change the state of the UAV in a 3D scenario instead of using existing 2D
waypoints techniques. This approach enables the online POMDP motion
planner to guide the UAV towards regions where it can use onboard cam-
eras to detect landmarks in order to reduce the uncertainty in localisation.
Additionally, this approach enables low cost UAV with onboard cameras to
navigate in GPS-denied and cluttered environments without the use of ex-
pensive and heavy equipment such as LIDARs.
Contribution 4. The fourth contribution is the formulation implemen-
tation and testing of a more challenging mission as a POMDP. In this mission
the UAV has to navigate and find a ground target in a cluttered environment.
The formulation provides the UAV with the capability to use a set of 13 ac-
tions or motions commands in a 3D environment, taking advantage of the
holonomic capabilities of the quadrotor. The uncertainty in the target loca-
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tion is modelled using a uniform probability distribution. The state space is
continuous and includes the Target position and orientation in the ground
plane and a model of an onboard camera Field of View as well as the proba-
bilities of detecting the target by the onboard camera. This mission uses an
online system that is able to accomplish the Target Finding mission using an
state of the art POMDP solver and a modular architecture in real, cluttered
and GPS-denied scenarios using the Robotic Operating System (ROS).
Contribution 5. The fifth contribution is the formulation, implementa-
tion and testing in a real scenario of a Target Finding, Tracking and Following
mission as a POMDP, using an online algorithm. The implemented formu-
lation calculates the UAV motion planning online to output actions instead
of waypoints, and only relies on on-board sensors for localisation of both,
the UAV and the Target. The state space is continuous, and there is uncer-
tainty in motion and perception systems as well as in the location and the
target’s motion. The motion of the target is modelled using three different
modes considering different levels of uncertainty in the target’s behaviour.
One mode models the target motion as following a predefined deterministic
trajectory, the second mode includes an stochastic component to approxi-
mate situations in real scenarios where there are perturbations in the path
of the target that force it to change its speed. The last mode includes a
behaviour in which the target tries to escape from the UAV.
1.4 Publications
1.4.1 Journal Papers
• Vanegas, F., & Gonzalez, F. (2016). Enabling UAV Navigation with
Sensor and Environmental Uncertainty in Cluttered and GPS-Denied
Environments. Sensors, 16(5), 666.
1.4.2 Conference Proceedings
• Vanegas F. & Gonzalez F. (2016). Uncertainty based online planning
for UAV target finding in cluttered and GPS-denied environments. In
2016 IEEE Aerospace Conference, Big Sky, MT, USA, 2016, pp. 1-9.
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• Vanegas, F., & Gonzalez, L. F. (2016, October). UAV Based Target
Finding and Tracking in GPS-Denied and Cluttered Environments. In
2016 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and
Systems. IEEE.
• Vanegas, F., Gonzalez, L. F., Morton K. & Villa, T. (2016). Au-
tonomous Remote Sensing in GPS-denied and Cluttered Environments
Using UAVs. In UAS4RS Conference, The University of Queensland.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 introduces the research problem, presents the research questions
and highlights the main contributions and significance of this research. It
also lists the publications that have been produced as a results of this work.
Chapter 2 provides a literature review regarding the MDP and POMDP
theory. It presents the state-of-the-art algorithm for solving POMDPs and
discusses the main applications of POMDPs to UAV missions. It discusses
the advantages and disadvantages of the reviewed methods and studies.
Chapter 3 presents the development of Uncertainty Based UAV Naviga-
tion (UBNAV), a framework for simulating and flight testing UAV missions
under uncertainty using online POMDP algorithms.
Chapter 4 provides a description of the study of existing POMDP test
cases and the introduction of the preliminary UAV mission test cases. It also
describes the study performed in order to explore the effect of the planning
horizon on the different test cases as well as methods for finding the optimal
planning horizon and adjusting it to achieve a higher discounted return.
Chapter 5 presents the formulation of the UAV navigation under uncer-
tainty mission as a POMDP using low cost UAV.
Chapter 6 describes the formulation and testing of a target finding in
cluttered and GPS-denied environments mission using low cost UAVs.
Chapter 7 describes a more challenging test case for finding, tracking
and following of a ground mobile target with a low cost UAV in a cluttered
and GPS-denied environment.
Chapter 8 provides the conclusions of this research highlighting the con-
tributions. Recommendations for implementation of UAV missions using on-
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line POMDP are presented as well as different suggestions for future research.

Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Overview
This thesis is concerned with a novel approach for online motion planning
of UAV missions under uncertainty in GPS-denied and cluttered environ-
ments. This chapter provides the theory foundation for the research by first
describing concepts such as navigation, SLAM, path planning and motion
planning under uncertainty. Markov Decision Processes and Partially Ob-
servable Markov Decision Processes are explained further as this thesis fo-
cuses on the motion planning of UAV for autonomous mission under multiple
sources of uncertainty. Next, methods for solving POMDP are explained,
ranging from discrete state approaches to continuous state space based on
MonteCarlo sampling which concentrates only on the reachable belief space
to reduce the complexity in the computation of the motion policy. In addi-
tion, existing benchmark test cases are presented alongside applications of
POMDP to UAV and AUV motion planning. Related research about UAV
Navigation, Target Finding and Target Tracking is also presented highlight-
ing the research gap and the need for a framework for performing UAV mis-
sion under uncertainty using online POMDPs. Existing metrics for assessing
POMDP algorithms and techniques for accelerating their computation are
also discussed. Finally, a brief description of the quadrotor motion systems
fundamentals are presented.
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2.2 Robot Navigation
Robot navigation is the ability of a robot to move from its initial location
in a particular scenario to a goal location. It may include a number of
tasks depending on the mission and scenario such as perception, localisation,
mapping and path and motion planning [3]. The perception task consist of
getting information from the environment trough the sensors that the robot is
equipped with in order to estimate its position and orientation with respect to
a coordinate frame, this is also known as localisation. The robot localisation
could be subject to uncertainty that is produced due to accumulation of
small errors in the calculation and deviations in sensor readings. Mapping
is used when the robot has to acquire information of its surrounding for
exploration and a map of the environment is not available. This mapping is
also subject to uncertainty because it is generated using the onboard robot
sensors. Finally, the robot has to follow a path in order to accomplish mission
objectives, e.g. reach a goal position or state, explore an area, find a target or
follow a moving object. Some algorithms generate a path based on existing
maps of the environment and produce a sequence of waypoints for the robot
to follow. Other algorithms produce a motion policy that maps robot states
and observations to actions or motion commands and take into account the
uncertainties in environment and the robot motion and perception systems.
The problem of Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping is out of the
scope of this research since it is assumed that a map of the environment is
previously known and the focus is on the UAV motion planning in order to
overcome uncertainty in localisation, motion and perception. Nevertheless,
a brief description of the SLAM problem is covered for completeness.
2.2.1 Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping
There are certain robotic missions that need to be performed in an environ-
ment for which no map is available such as outdoor environments or urban
scenarios. In these missions the robot start its mission and has to rely on its
onboard sensors to detect landmarks or features in the scenario and based
on the sensed position of these landmarks create a map while simultaneously
localise itself with respect to that map. This problem is known as simultane-
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ous localisation and mapping (SLAM) and can be formulated to be solved in
an online or global way [3]. The aim of the online formulation is to estimate
the robot pose at the current time. In contrast, the global formulation aims
to determine all robot poses in the mission.
SLAM algorithms also require the robot to perform a motion in a way
that the robot returns to its initial position to close the loop so that the
uncertainty in the calculated map and robot poses gets reduced by the per-
ception of the initial landmarks [18]. In SLAM missions, the motion of the
robot is typically commanded either manually for mapping purposes or by
an external path planning algorithms in exploration missions.
Another important task that complements the Simultaneous Localisation
and Mapping for robot navigation is the path planning, which has different
approaches depending on the scenario. The most common path planning
methods are described in the next section.
2.2.2 Path Planning
Path planning is a broad area or research that includes diverse methods
that include discrete state approaches, geometric and sampling methods,
and configuration space planning. The problem of planning the path of a
UAV or robot in a scenario with obstacles can be simplified by discretising
the state space of the UAV or robot to form a finite number of possible
states in a 2D or 3D grid [9, 19]. In this problem no differential equations,
no geometric models and no forms of uncertainty are considered, the motion
of the robot is considered to be known and predictable. Hence, calculating
the solution of finding a path for a UAV or robot under these assumptions
can be performed by searching in the discrete state space optimising a cost
function [20]. There are several approaches for this; for example the A*
algorithm [21] incorporates a heuristic search with the aim of minimising
the total number of discrete states explored using a cost function f(s) =
c(s) + g(s) that combines the cost to go from a state s to a goal state sG and
the cost of arriving at state s from the initial state sI . The solution found by
this algorithm is a sequence of states that the robot has to traverse in order
to reach a desired goal state from an initial state.
Another approach for path planning is to use sampling techniques for
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planning in continuous state spaces. Rapidly Exploring Dense Trees con-
struct trees that represent the path and incrementally increase the resolu-
tion filling the search space with shorter paths. Rapidly Exploring Random
Trees [22] are produced when the search is performed by sampling sequences
of short path randomly.
Probabilistic roadmaps (PRM) are another sampling based method for
path planning in which several starting and goal points are given to the
algorithm to be solved [23]. The objective is to create a topological graph
containing the roadmap with the solutions for multiple start-to-goal queries,
so that the path from a initial position qI to a goal position qG can be search
easily depending on the robot state in the scenario.
All of the methods afore mentioned are computed oﬄine and produce a
series of waypoints for the robot to follow. In this way, they assume that
the robot state is always known, the robot motion is predictable and that
there are no sources of uncertainty that can affect the execution of the path
by the robot. Moreover, these types of algorithms do not plan actions that
allow the robot to gain more information of the world in order to reduce
its uncertainty, which makes them unsuitable for implementation in robotic
missions in environments with high degrees of uncertainty.
2.2.3 Path and Motion Planning under Uncertainty
This thesis focuses on the motion planning of a UAV that performs missions
in cluttered and GPS-denied environments which are subject to multiple
sources of uncertainty. Thus, methods for motion planning that deal with
uncertainty and take into account the UAV dynamics are discussed in this
literature review.
Real world robotic missions may be subject to different kinds of uncer-
tainties. Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) are a mathematical framework
to formulate sequential decision processes under motion uncertainty. The
solution of an MDP is a policy that maps actions or motion commands to
states. This policy is optimal if it maximises a value function for all states s
in the set of possibles states S of the mission scenario. In certain scenarios the
robot state can not be known at all times and instead the robot has to rely
on partial observations of the world in order to gain information and reduce
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its uncertainty. Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDPs)
are a generalisation of MDPs in order to solve the problem of planning un-
der uncertainty in partially observable environments [24]. The planning in
POMDPs is done based on belief-states which are probability distributions
over states. The following section discusses these frameworks in detail and
its applications for robotic and UAV missions under uncertainty.
2.3 Markov Decision Process
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is a formulation of a sequential decision
problem in which there is a robot interacting in a fully observable environ-
ment [3,4,25–27]. This type of model can be used when there are sequential
decisions that should be made in order for the robot to reach a desired goal
state, and when the transition of the robot states after performing an actions
are not completely deterministic. The model is defined at least by an initial
state s, a transition model or function T , a set of actions A and a reward
function r(s, a) for every state in the environment after performing an ac-
tion. A solution to this kind of problem is called a policy, usually denoted
by pi, that maps states to actions. There are several examples of this type
of problem formulation related to robot navigation. A simple case (shown in
Fig. 2.1) is a 4 x 3 maze [25] in which a robot should move. The goal terminal
state is marked with a reward of +1 while an avoid terminal state is marked
with a -1 reward. The movement to the rest of the squares in the maze gives
the robot a reward of -0.04 which implies a cost of moving or a cost of being
in non-terminal states, therefore making the robot move towards the goal.
The situation is depicted in Figure 3(a). The actions the robot can take are:
Up, Right, Left and Right.
In a completely deterministic environment, a trivial sequence solution to
this problem can be accomplished following the actions: [Up, Up, Right,
Right, Right]. This is not the case for environments in which a deterministic
transition of states is not guaranteed. In these cases the MDP formulation,
can model the uncertainty in the state transition after the robot executes a
action. Figure 2.1(b), shows the probabilities for transitioning to next states
after executing an action. Notice that when the robot executes the action,
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Figure 2.1: (a) MDP 4 x 3 maze environment. (b) The action up with its
probabilistic transition to the neighbouring states.
there is 80% probability that the robot achieves the intended effect, but the
rest of the time the actions causes the robot to move at right angles to the
intended direction with equal probability of 10%. The transition function
T (s, a, s′) models the non-deterministic outcome of the action and specifies
the probabilities of the next state s′ of the robot after executing an action a,
starting from state s.
The solution of an MDP is a policy pi, that maps robot states to actions,
and that if followed should lead the robot to a terminal or goal state max-
imising an expected accumulated return. In order to find this policy, the
robot should evaluate the expected accumulated return that it can obtain
for executing different series of actions for all the states [28]. This expected
accumulated return RT is calculated as:
RT = E
[
T∑
τ=1
γτrt+τ
]
(2.1)
In Eq. (2.1), the individual rewards obtained at a time t+τ , are multiplied
by a discount factor γ. The value of this discount factor is constrained in
the interval [0, 1] and represents the importance of the actions in the long
term. Assigning smaller values to γ, discounts the rewards exponentially in
the future, giving more importance to short term actions.
A value of γ < 1, guarantees that the series converges to a value for the
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case of infinite horizon planning.
R∞ ≤ rmax + γrmax + γ2rmax + γ3rmax + ... = rmax
1− γ (2.2)
RT results from adding the contributions of actions of T times steps. This
number of times steps is called the planning horizon.
Every policy has associated a value function V (s) for a particular state
s. If the planning horizon is just one step, then the value function V1(s) is
simply the expected immediate reward: V1(s) = γmaxa r(s, a). The value
function for longer planning horizons, in this case for a planning horizon
T = 2 can be defined recursively as follows:
V2(s) = γmax
a
[
r(s, a) +
∫
V1(s
′)p(s′|a, s)ds′
]
(2.3)
The optimal policy for this case where the horizon T = 2, can be found
by:
pi2(s) = argmax
a
[
r(s, a) +
∫
V1(s
′)p(s′|a, s)ds′
]
(2.4)
The optimal policy pi∗ for a particular state s indicates the action that
maximises an expected value of return following a series of actions and state
transitions for a planning horizon T
pi∗T (s) = argmax
a
[
r(s, a) +
∫
VT−1(s′)p(s′|a, s)ds′
]
(2.5)
The function of a state is calculated by summing the immediate reward
for that state and the expected discounted utility for the next state, assuming
that the robot makes the optimal action, this is given by
VT (s) = γmax
a
[
r(s, a) +
∫
VT−1(s′)p(s′|a, s)ds′
]
(2.6)
If the state space of the robot is finite, then the integrals in Eq. (2.5) and
Eq. (2.6) can be replaced by finite sums and the transition function T can
be included in order to calculate the value function and the optimal policy
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recursively with the following equations.
V (s) = γmax
a
[
r(si, a) +
∑
s′
V (s′)T (s, a, s′)
]
(2.7)
The optimal policy can be obtained, then, by using Eq. (2.8), provided
that the value of V (s) converged as a result of multiple iterations of calcu-
lating Eq. 2.7, recursively. This iteration process is called Bellman update
and is used in the Value Iteration algorithm.
pi∗(s) = argmax
a
[
r(s, a) +
∑
s′
V (s′)T (s, a, s′)
]
(2.8)
2.3.1 Uncertainty UAV and AUV Based Navigation
Formulated as MDP
MDP has been applied to both UAV and autonomous underwater vehicle
(AUV) navigation [29–34]. The navigation of an AUV is formulated as an
MDP [31], using a discretization of the ocean region in which the AUV is
moving is represented by a grid containing cubes of 2.2km x 2.2km x 20m
30m in depth, which resemble the states in the MDP model. The uncertainty
of ocean currents was incorporated using existing ocean model predictions.
Field experiments showed improved performance with the proposed MDP
algorithm, however the model does not take into consideration uncertainties
in measurements and the vehicle still exhibits fairly large errors of at least
1km of distance away from the goal waypoint. The expected calculated
trajectories are also different from the trajectories in the real scenario, but
this is mainly attributed to the open loop strategy since the glider has to
be submerged during long time periods without being able to sense its own
location.
Another example on the application of MDPs to UAS is shown in [32]. In
this work a MDP approach is used to plan a path for an UAS, with the aim
of exploiting the wind energy in varying wind fields. A Gaussian distribution
was used for the uncertainty in the time-varying wind field. Value iteration
was used as base algorithm. A spatial grid for managing the airspace was
done and the planning was calculated oﬄine. The dynamic model for the
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UAS is a simplified 3-DOF state space with an assumed constant altitude for
the planes flight simulation. Further work is needed in extending the current
MDP model to fit a 6-DOF system and as being a simulation study, some
assumptions such as a Gaussian distribution for time-varying wind model
and a completely observed scenario were made, therefore more realistic test
are still needed. For instance a wind model derived from collected data and
a partially observable environment that accounts for the limitations of real
sensors is still needed.
Another application of MDP to UAV navigation reduces the size of the
search domain by applying lower and upper bounds to the solution search
space whilst maintaining the optimality or quality of the solution and reduc-
ing computation time in the performance of existing MDP algorithms [26].
One of the drawbacks on the paper is that it is restricted to simulations and
assumes a non-changing environment where all the locations in the environ-
ment are fully observed and there is perfect sensing.
Other works [27,30] show the use of MDP for multi-agent planning where
there are more than one UAV flying in a mission. In [8] the authors describe
an adaptive approach to continuously estimate the dynamic model of a UAV
and adapting the policy online to fit the changes in the MDP model. More
work however needs to be done in the direction of making the model accept
uncertainties in observations and to include these uncertainties in the model.
A dynamic multi-agent system is modelled as a MDP [30] that solves the path
for every UAV in a multi-agent mission taking into account the resources
available for every UAV such as fuel, load and time to complete the task
and information about threats. The observations on the locations of the
agents are assumed to have no errors and precise information of threats is
assumed. These assumptions should be re-evaluated since it does not address
the problem where the sensing is imperfect and or not available.
Another limitation of MDP planner when used in poor visibility environ-
ments is to generate shorter but unsafe paths since they do not allow the
robot look for a clearer and better observation in order to gain information
of its surroundings. A solution to this problem is to use POMDP for a AUV
path planning task, the AUV can only have a good sense of its location
along the top or bottom borders of its environment where the beacons are
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located [35].
2.4 Partially Observable Markov Decision Pro-
cess
The Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) is a more gen-
eralized framework of MDP and allows planning when there is uncertainty. A
POMDP can be represented by the following elements which are essentially
the same as in the MDP with the addition of the observations set and its
probabilistic transition model [36]. A POMDP is represented by the following
elements S, A, T , O, Z, r, and γ . Where: S represents the set of states in
the environment. A stands for the set of possible actions the agent can take.
T is the transition function for the states after taking an action. O is the
set of observations. Z is the distribution function describing the probability
of observing o from state s after taking action . r is the reward function for
every state after performing action a and γ is the discount factor.
As opposed to MDPs, the state s of a robot in an environment described
as a POMDP is not represented by a single value but instead, the robot state
is represented by a probability distribution which is called belief-state b. The
belief space B is the set of possible belief-states where the agent could be
located and it is continuous.
Given the current belief-state b, the objective of a POMDP solver algo-
rithm is to identify a sequence of actions that maximize the total expected
discounted return for an agent starting in a specific belief-state b0 and with
a goal marked with the maximum immediate reward.
The solution to a POMDP is then a policy pi that maps belief space to
action space and specifies which action maximizes the expected discounted
reward given a belief-state . Optimal policies are represented as a collection
of -vectors. Each vector contains components in S and is associated with
a particular action. There is a value function for every belief-state that
accounts for the maximum value of the expected reward given a belief-state.
Equation (2.7); the Bellmans update equation, can be rewritten to fit the
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POMDP notation and introducing the belief concept:
V (b) = max
a
[
r(bi, a) + γ
∑
b′
T (b, a, b′)V (b′)
]
(2.9)
In order to find the solution to the POMDP, n consecutive iterations for
updating the value function should be made yielding a set of α − vectors:
Vn = [α0, α1, ..., αm], where m is equal to n− 1. Each α− vector defines the
value function over a bounded region of the belief:
Vn(b) = max
a
∑
s
α(s)b(s) (2.10)
Each α−vector is associated with an action, defining the best immediate
policy assuming optimal behaviour for the following (n−1) steps. The n−th
horizon value function can be built from the previous solution Vn−1 also noted
as V ′ using the backup operation, resulting in the following equation:
V (b) = max
a
[∑
s
r(s, a)b(s) + γ
∑
o
max
a′
∑
s
∑
s′
T (s, a, s′)Z(o, s, a)α′(s′)b(s)
]
(2.11)
Several different methods have been proposed to find the solution for a
POMDP [37–40]; that is, finding the converged value functions or the -vectors
with the functions with the actions that maximize the total discounted reward
for the belief space. In practice many of the -vectors found in the process are
dominated by another vector or by a combination of other vectors. Those
vectors can be pruned away without affecting the quality of the solution [41].
In real scenarios solving for all beliefs in the belief space is computa-
tionally intense and consumes time and it may not be necessary since an
agent will only be in a portion of the belief-space during the execution of its
particular mission. A solution to this problem is presented in point-based
algorithms [15, 35, 36, 39, 42–44] which concentrate on a subset of the belief-
state points that is reachable from the initial belief state through different
methods and it only computes the value function for those belief in the that
reachable subset.
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2.4.1 Methods for Solving POMDPs
There are several methods for solving POMDPs problems [5,39,42,45]; one of
the general approaches is to concentrate on the reachable belief space that the
agent can reach given an initial belief. There are different algorithms that are
developed following this strategy and they are called point based algorithms.
For instance the Point Based Value Iteration (PBVI) [36] acknowledges the
fact that a simple value iteration algorithm used for solving a large POMDP
problem takes too much time or will not be able to converge mainly due
to two reasons: the first one is called the curse of history which consist in
the growth of the set of histories starting from an empty history, this is set
of histories grows exponentially with the planning horizon. The second and
most well-known reason is the curse in dimensionality because in a problem
with n physical states, planners will have to deal with belief-states in a (n-1)
dimensional continuous space, so the problem grows again exponentially with
the number of states.
Point based solver attempt to solve the issues of histories growing ex-
ponentially and the large number of states in high-dimensional problems
by carefully selecting belief points that will generate a more accurate value
function for the POMDP [46]. Table 1 shows a generic point based POMDP
algorithm.
The PBVI and other point based methods approximate a solution by
choosing only a subset of belief nodes over which to iterate. In order to de-
scribe the algorithm some definitions should be made. The backup operation
on a belief point b is defined as:
backup(b) = αbt (2.12)
αbt = argmax
α∈Γ
∑
s∈S
b(s)α(s) (2.13)
Where Γ stands for the set of α− vectors at timestep t. In Eq. (2.13), an
α−vector is created by the backup(b) operation by propagating all current α−
vectors one step and combining it with the one-step reward. This is similar
to the original Bellman updates used for solving MDPs shown in Eq. (2.7).
Point-based solvers only apply the backup operation to a subset B of the
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belief space ∆S, such the finite subset of belief points B ⊂ ∆S. Point-based
solvers create α−vectors for the next value function by building intermediate
sets Γa1 (immediate reward vectors) and sets Γ
a,s
t (which accounts for the
observations made in that time-step) based on the previous set of α−vectors,
Γt−1:
Γa1 = α
a ∨ αa(s) = r(s, a)∀s (2.14)
Γa,ot = α
a,o
i ∨ αa,oi (s) = γ
∑
s∈S
T (s, a, s′)Z(s, a, o), αi ∈ Γt−1 (2.15)
Eq. (2.15) shows a sum over observations Z on the best previous vector
for the specific belief. Γat,b is defined as the sum of the intermediate set Γ
a
1
and the optimal α− vectors in Γa,ot .
Γt, b
a = γa1 +
∑
o∈Z
argmax
a∈Γat,b
[∑
s∈S
α(s)b(s)
]
(2.16)
Finally the backup operation can be rewritten as:
backup(b) = argmax
a∈Γai,b
∑
s∈S
α(s)b(s) (2.17)
All point-based methods share the backup(b) operation but the algorithms
are different in three main aspects. The first one is the method to select the
new belief points set B. The second aspect is the selection of belief points for
updating in each backup iteration, as well as the ordering of the updates. And
third there are some optimisations that are done such as pruning techniques
or selecting better initial value functions. Algorithm 1 shows a generic Point
Based POMDP solver.
The COLLECT function shown in Algorithm 2 selects the new belief
points, while the UPDATE function (Algorithm 3) determines which belief
points will be updated, and in which order. Finally the algorithm 1 switches
between belief point collection and iterations of belief point updates, and
finishes at a stopping criterion that could be time, a fixed number of iterations
or specific quality of the solution reached.
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Algorithm 1 Point based POMDP solver
1: t← 0
2: InitialiseV0
3: InitialiseB
4: while notconverge do
5: Bnew ← COLLECT (Vt, B,N)
6: for Uiterations do
7: Vt+1 ← UPDATE(Vt, B,Bnew)
8: t← t+ 1
9: end for
10: B ← B⋃Bnew
11: end while
2.4.2 Point Based Value Iteration
The point-based value iteration [36] was the first algorithm to introduce the
notion of only applying the backup operation (Eq. (2.17) and Eq. (2.12)) to
a finite subset of the belief space reachable from b0.
The belief set B is initialised with a single belief point b0. In every step
the set B is expanded by choosing new reachable belief points that improve
the worst-case density of the current belief set.
The COLLECT function (algorithm 2) iterates through current belief
points in B. A set ba0 , ba1 , ... is generated for each b ∈ B, where each bai is
created by executing action ai in b, and sampling a random observation o
from the probability distribution O(s′, a, o), where s′ is a sampled next-state.
Next the L1 norm is calculated by a metric or distance which is the sum of
the absolute differences of the elements of two vectors. Finally the successor
belief point bmax which is the farthest L1 norm from any point already in B
is added to B′, this is shown in equation xx.
bmax = argmax
b∈|bai |
‖bai −B‖ (2.18)
The term ‖bai − B‖ is defined as L1 norm between a point and a set.
Algorithm 2 uses the norm metric to select successor nodes and expand the
belief set towards new beliefs which are far away in the belief space. Since
all belief-states added are successor beliefs, all points in B are guaranteed to
be reachable.
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Algorithm 2 COLLECT
1: procedure COLLECT(B) . B a set of belief points
2: B′ ← B
3: for b ∈ B do
4: Succesor(b)← [b ∨ ∃a, ∃ob = O(b, a, o)]
5: B′ ← B′⋃ argmax
b′∈Succesor(b)
‖bai −B‖
6: end for
7: return B′
8: end procedure
The backup step is performed in the UPDATE algorithm by starting with
a value function V empty of α−vectors. The algorithm then iterates through
all belief points b ∈ B, and adds α = backup(b) to the value function, only
if that α − vector is not already in the value function, resulting in a value
function with a maximum number |B| of α− vectors.
Algorithm 3 UPDATE
1: procedure COLLECT(V,B) . Input a Value function V and set of
belief-states B
2: repeat
3: for all b ∈ B do
4: α← backup(b)
5: add(V, α)
6: end for
7: until V has converged
8: end procedure
2.4.3 Heuristic Search Value Iteration Algorithm HSVI
HSVI [40], is another point based POMDP algorithm that uses a reduced
search strategy in which the premise of updating the successor beliefs prior
to updating the current belief to accelerate conversion of value iteration.
Another contribution of HSVI is the way it collects the points that are
most relevant to the value function using the bound uncertainty heuristic
which consist in maintaining the upper and lower bounds over the value
function. The difference between the bounds at a specific belief could be
considered as the uncertainty at that belief. The value of this distance deter-
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mines the level of uncertainty about the optimal value at that belief. Con-
version of value iteration in this algorithm is achieved if the distance between
the bounds has dropped below some threshold on the initial belief b0.
2.4.4 Successive Approximation of the Reachable Space
under Optimal Policies SARSOP
SARSOP was presented [35] as an improvement of HSVI [40] since it modifies
the sampling approach to sample near R(b0); the subset of belief points
reachable from the initial belief b0 explored under optimal action selection.
The main idea of the algorithm is to compute successive approximations
of R(b0) and converge to it iteratively. The algorithm relies in heuristic
exploration to sample R(b0) and improves sampling over time through simple
on-line learning technique.
Obviously, knowing R(b0) exactly is impossible since it requires the exact
POMDP solution. SARSOP approximates R(b0) iteratively by first using
the current estimate to update the value function bounds, and then using
the updated bounds to recompute R(b0). The UPDATE method in SAR-
SOP is similar HSVI, but adds the notion of selective deep sampling [35].
The algorithm iterates over three main functions, SAMPLE, BACKUP and
PRUNE shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 SARSOP
1: procedure Sarsop(b0) . Insert the initial belief point
2: Γ← α . Initialise the set of α− vectors for lower and upper bounds
3: TR ← b0 . Initialise the tree structure
4: repeat
5: SAMPLE(TR,Γ) . Sample a subset of nodes in TR
6: for all b ∈ TR do
7: BACKUP(TR,Γ)
8: PRUNE(TR,Γ)
9: end for
10: until terminations conditions satisfied
11: end procedure
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2.4.5 Online POMDPs
There are different algorithms [47–50] for solving POMDP online by updating
the initial calculated policy based on observations received after executing
actions. An online POMDP algorithm is divided into a planning phase and
an execution phase, which are executed in an alternately manner at each
time step. In the planning phase of the algorithm, the current belief state
of the agent is given as input and the algorithm computes the best action to
execute in that belief.
The planning phase forms a tree data structure to store the possible
reachable belief-states having as root the current belief bc, this is done for
planning the next action to execute. Once the planning phase is finished,
the execution phase is executed by the robot, performing the best action
found for the current belief in the environment. Afterwards, when the action
is finished an update of the current belief-state of the robot takes place by
matching an observation obtained by the robot sensors with the predicted
belief-state in the tree. A generic algorithm for online POMDPs solver is
shown in Algorithm 5 [47].
Algorithm 5 OnlinePomdpSolver
1: procedure OnlinePomdpSolver(b0, D) . Insert the initial
belief-state and tree depth D
2: bc ← b0
3: L,U . Initialise lower L and upper U bounds on V ∗
4: TR ← bc . Initialise the tree structure
5: while not ExecutionTerminated() do
6: while not PlanningTerminated() do
7: b∗ ← ChooseNodeToExpand()
8: Expand(b∗,D)
9: UpdateAncestors(b∗)
10: end while
11: Execute best action aˆ for bc
12: Perceive a new observation o
13: bc ← τ(bc, aˆ, o)
14: Update tree T so that bc is the new root
15: end while
16: end procedure
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2.4.6 Planning under Uncertainty with Macro Actions
(PUMA)
PUMA [51] is another way to solve a POMDP problem via online forward-
search and is based on a generic online forward search for POMDPs [47]. It
alternates between a planning an execution phase at every iteration. The
term macro-actions can be understood as fixed-length action-chains or se-
quences of actions which execution is conditioned to a received observation.
During the planning phase the best macro-action is chosen and the first
action of this sequence is executed. Afterwards, the agent receives an obser-
vation, updates the current belief and the cycle repeats. A representation
of this forward search with macro-actions is represented as a search tree in
Figure 5. PUMA was tested using a variant of the Rocksample [52] test case
and was compared to SARSOP, showing a good performance and making it
a good heuristic for finding macro-actions. PUMA algorithm achieves higher
average reward but in longer time than with SARSOP. The maximum size
of the test case for PUMA was 125,000 states.
Starting from the initial belief b0, as an example, there are three possible
macro-actions that could be chosen, each macro-action a˜i represents a chain
of actions that should be executed in sequence: a1,1, a1,2, ..., a1,l. A sequence
of observations is taken, described as z1,1, z1,2, ..., z1,l. Afterwards, an up-
date of the belief based on the observations given is done, and the process
continuous in the future depending on the planning horizon length.
2.4.7 Randomized Belief-Space Replanning (RBSR)
RBSR algorithm [53] is designed for large robotic planning tasks. Rather than
solving a POMDP once to generate a look up table of possible actions to take
depending on observations and current belief estimations, RBSR repeatedly
generates coarse plans, executes the first step, and uses sensor feedback to
improve future plans. Its success rate and computing acceleration depend
on the exploration strategy for building the search trees, and the evaluation
function used to pick the plan with the highest return.
RBSR has been applied in simulated robotic tasks with state spaces with
up to five dimensions and the authors found that each replanning step could
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Figure 2.2: Macro Action Forward Search Tree [51]
be computed in seconds and leads the robot to a solution with high proba-
bility. Nevertheless, this technique is not as reliable for higher dimensional
state space problems because of the difficulty of maintaining accurate be-
lief estimates over time, this reveals the necessity of a parallel computation
approach that could solve this problem in a real-world robotic scenario. Ex-
periments were conducted on two scenarios: a 2D pursuit scenario with a
4D state space and a localization scenario that has adjustable dimension.
Replanning iterations took about 15 seconds on average for the first problem
and 14 seconds for the second in a 5 dimensional problem.
2.4.8 Partially Observable Monte-Carlo Planning (POMCP)
Another online algorithm for planning in large POMDPs [5] called Partially
Observable Monte-Carlo Planning (POMCP) uses a Monte-Carlo approach
for the update of the agents belief state and the tree search from the current
belief state. A special remark of this algorithm is that only a black box simu-
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lator of the POMDP is required instead of explicit probability distributions.
The authors applied POMCP to large POMDP problems scaling up by sev-
eral orders of magnitude the well-known test case rocksample, and they also
tested the algorithm in two large POMDPs with approximately 1018 and
1056 states respectively. The method breaks the curse of dimensionality by
sampling state transitions instead of considering all possible state transitions.
No information was found in literature on applying the POMCP algorithm
to UAV navigation problems which prompts an opportunity to consider this
online approach for UAV online planning as it can be applied to large; 1056
state problems.
POMCP [5] uses the Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm [54]
to produce a search tree of possible subsequent belief-states b and proved to
be successful in problems with large domains. The algorithm reduces the
search domain by concentrating only on the states that can be reached by
the robot from its initial belief-state b0 after performing actions and receiving
observations. In order to calculate the transition to the next states, the
algorithm uses a black box simulator that has the transition functions (T ) for
the robot. The robot dynamics are the transition function that are modelled
as motion equations using a continuous state space. The POMCP algorithm
samples states from an initial belief-state and performs thousands of Monte-
Carlo simulations applying the set of actions that the robot can perform.
POMCP uses MCTS algorithm to guide the search of sequences of actions
in the reachable belief-state space and builds a search tree according to the
observations received after the robot performs the actions.
POMCP initially runs a planning stage where it generates a policy pi that
is stored as a tree with nodes containing belief-states that are represented
by particles. The algorithm then outputs the action a that maximises an
expected accumulated return. Afterwards, this action a is executed and
then an observation o is received. With this observation, POMCP performs
an update of the belief-state b by updating the tree and selects the node
that matches the observation received in the tree search. The algorithm
incorporates new particles to avoid particle deprivation and initiates a new
search round from the matched node. The search depth of the planning stage
is controlled by the planning horizon h parameter. The longer the planning
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horizon, the more time the algorithm will take to build the search tree.
2.4.9 Adaptive Belief Tree (ABT)
ABT is an on-line POMDP solver that also uses Monte Carlo simulations
to predict future belief-states and a set of state particles to represent the
belief-state [55]. ABT generates a search tree to store the policy. The root of
the tree is a node containing the state particles representing the initial belief
of the environment. The tree branches out according to the probability of
selecting actions and receiving observations.
ABT updates the policy pi after receiving an observation o by keeping
the search tree without deleting it, which increases the number of possible
sampling states in the tree search.
2.4.10 Benchmark Test Cases for POMDPs
There are several test cases proposed in literature that serve as benchmark
for testing novel and different approaches of algorithms for solving POMDPs.
The Tiger problem [36,41,42] depicts an imaginary problem in which an
agent is standing in front of two doors, and behind one of the doors is a tiger
while behind the other is a large reward. Obviously if the agent opens the
door with the tiger, it will receive a penalty. The agent has also the capability
of listening but with limitation, so there is still a degree of uncertainty in
the location of the tiger. The actions the agent has are LEFT, RIGHT,
and LISTEN. There is a reward of +10 for opening the correct door and a
penalty of -100 for opening the door with the tiger behind it. There is also
a cost of -1 for the action LISTEN. There are two observations in the model
and a distribution model as well as for the transitions due to actions taken.
This problem is used to understand how different POMDPs are applied and
is not suitable for realistic robot navigation. A suit of small POMDPs with
up to 11 states, 4 actions and 6 observations have also been proposed: The
Cheese maze [6], 4x4 grid [56] and the 4x3 grid [25], are used for testing
some POMDPs solutions methods. Bigger navigation environments which
consisted of 33, 57 (Figure 2.3) and 89 states are introduced [37], these are
also called Hallway as the environment resembles a corridor in which the
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agent represented by a robot navigates in a 2D environment in order to
reach the goal.
Figure 2.3: Hallway Navigation Environment [37].
The Tag domain [36] is based on the game of laser tag. The goal in the
game is to look for and tag a moving target. This environment can be seen
in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Tag Problem Scenario [36].
This domain is larger than the previously mentioned; it has 870 states,
5 actions and 30 observations. A single iteration for finding optimal value
functions for this problem could produce over 1020 -vectors before pruning.
This type of problem represents a challenge for POMDP solving algorithms
because of its large magnitude.
The Rock Sample problem [40] models a planetary rover for exploring an
area that is usually represented as a grid so that it can collect rocks with
scientific value. The position of the rocks and the rover are fully observed,
but only some of the rocks have a representative scientific value. In order for
the robot to know if a particular rock is worth sampling it uses a long-range
sensor but sampling a rock implies an expensive cost and the robot should
determine if it is a good idea to sample a particular rock or not. The rock
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sample is scalable as it uses an n x n map size with k rocks that could be
sampled. The common way to find the different variances in literature of this
problem is by the notation: Rocksample[n, k]. The rock sample environment
is usually used to test new solution algorithms due to its large dimension of
stage, for instance a Rocksample[11, 11] problem has 250,000 states while a
Rocksample[12, 11] has 300,000 states.
Robot navigation problems [6] present a higher degree of complexity as
they resemble real robotic task for different domains: ground, air and under-
water tasks. One of the domains is the 2-D Navigation, in which a mobile
robot has to navigate in a laboratory that has obstacles and danger zones
that must be avoided. The environment is represented by a grid of size 60 x
70. The robot can only localize itself in regions where there are landmarks
present; this problem is depicted in Figure 2.5.
2.4.11 Applications of POMDPs to UAVs and AUV
POMDPs have been proposed for UAV navigation. A system for detecting
multiple targets using online POMDPs uses a fixed wing aircraft with full
GPS-Waypoint navigation capacity and presents a POMDP formulation in
which the state is discrete and is comprised of zones, height levels and car
models as targets [57].
There are also several works that propose a system to track targets but
assume perfect sensing and localisation of the UAV and with no obstacles
to avoid [17,58,59]. Other works propose alternatives to the target tracking
problem, showing results in simulation [60, 61]. Real flight tests for these
type of scenarios is still an area that needs further exploration.
POMDP have also been applied to underwater navigation [35, 62]. In
this problem an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) navigates in an en-
vironment modelled as 51 x 52 grid map. The AUV needs to move from the
right border to the left border while avoiding the rocks scattered near its
destination.
In an example of a simulated indoor UAV navigation mission [6], an
unmanned aerial vehicle shown Figure 2.6. The helicopter has to navigate in
an indoor environment where there is no GPS signal available from the start
state marked by the S letter in Figure 2.6 to reach the goal state marked by
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Figure 2.5: Long time horizon scenario for a 2d robot navigation. The squares
marked with S are initial states, the G squares mark the goal positions. D
are zones that are marked as dangerous and must be avoided. The shaded
discs mark the landmark region robot localization. The blue line indicates
the robots path in a simulation run [6].
the G letter in Figure 2.6. There are many obstacles and dangerous zones
(in light green marked with letter D in Figure 2.6) in the environment. The
robots state is 5-dimensional where represent its spatial location and and
represent the turning angles pitch and yaw respectively. The environment is
discretized into a grid of 18 x 14 horizontal elements and 5 levels of height.
There are 3 possible values for the pitch angle and 8 for the yaw angle. This
is more complex environment due to the 5 dimensions and the large number
of states given the 18 x 14 grid size, this accounts for a total of 30240 states.
The Milestone Guided Sample Algorithm (MiGS) [6] was used to solve this
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problem and the authors found that using the algorithm the robot will take
the rightmost route, which is longer but safer, because no danger zones are
present and there are more landmarks (purple ovals in Figure 2.6) to help
localization. Only simulation results and no flight test experiments were
described by the authors.
Figure 2.6: 3-D Navigation problem. A UAV navigating in an indoor envi-
ronment with no GPS; it can localize itself by the landmarks (purple ovals
on the right) starting from state S to reach state G and with some danger
zones marked by D and light green boxes [6].
Another UAV application [62] describes a mission where four UAV need
to navigate in a terrain modelled as a 10 x 10 grid map. There are obstacles
in the terrain that can be avoided by UAV but not by ground vehicles. The
UAV can move in one of the four directions (north, south, east and west) or
stay at the same location at every time step.
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2.4.12 Navigation, Target Finding and Tracking with
UAVs
There are several works involving target finding and tracking using UAVs.
Most of these works are based on simulated scenarios [8–13].
Other studies propose a POMDP solution for target tracking but only
show results in a simulated environment [14–16]. Other work models the
uncertainty in target localisation using a belief, and plan series of actions
to solve the mission but relies on accurate localisation of the UAV in its
environment [17]. A model and a system that incorporates the uncertainty
in the UAV state due to imperfect sensing, besides the uncertainty in the
target’s location is still under exploited.
UAV navigation in GPS-denied environments has been implemented but
they rely on the use of onboard LIDAR sensors [63] which are expensive and
consume power which limits the endurance of the UAV.
Other works present real flight solutions [14, 57]. However these type of
systems rely on very precise and/or external perception systems for localisa-
tion, which may not present in real world scenarios. Flying in GPS-denied
environments and with only on-board sensors as the source of perception
presents a big challenge and remains an open problem. A robust method for
decision making with uncertainty in GPS denied environments are Partially
Observable Markov Decision Processes.
In recent years there has been some progress in the performance of these
solvers, specially in their ability to cope with scenarios that have a large
number of states |S| > 2000 [5, 40, 53, 64] and observations |O| > 100 [6, 55].
These improvements and the increase on computing power resources makes
feasible to implement UAV motion planning tasks as POMDPs.
POMDPs have been proposed for UAV navigation. For example, a system
for detecting multiple targets using online POMDPs [57] uses a fixed wing
aircraft with full GPS-Waypoint navigation capacity and presents a POMDP
formulation in which the state is discrete and is comprised of zones, height
levels and car models (as targets).
There are also several works that propose a system to track targets but
assume perfect sensing and localisation of the UAV and with no obstacles
to avoid [17,58,59]. Other works propose alternatives to the target tracking
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problem, showing results in simulation [60, 61]. Real flight tests for these
type of scenarios is still an area that needs further exploration.
A target tracking system using a simulated two-dimensional maze in
which a ground robot moves in order to search and follow a target is pre-
sented [15, 35], using a discrete state space, and assumes that there is no
uncertainty in robot control and sensing. A target tracking system using
UAVs is described [65–67] where the UAV has to fly above a target that has
to be pursued and is moving on the ground. There is no uncertainty in mo-
tion or in the localisation and orientation of the UAV since a VICON system
with 20 cameras is used. On the other hand, our system addresses a more
challenging scenario with a UAV flying in a three-dimensional GPS-denied
space with obstacles and uncertainty in both, the motion and the perception
systems, due to the characteristics of its low cost sensors. This presents the
challenge the system having to cope with multiple source of uncertainty, a
larger number of state variables and a continuous state space and observation
space in the POMDP formulation.
2.4.13 Metrics for Comparing POMDP Algorithms
Several metrics for comparing POMDP solver algorithms have been used
in the literature in order to compare the performance of new algorithms
given a standard benchmark. The most usual metric is the Expected Total
Discounted Return used by SARSOP POMDP method [35,43] which is one of
the latest POMDP solvers that can handle very large state space size POMDP
problems. The average reward level or average total reward is used the
performance of different algorithms [7,68]. Another metric is the success rate
which is the percentage of simulation runs in which the robot accomplishes
a given task successfully within a specified time limit, this metric was used
to compare the effectiveness of algorithm presented in [43] against previous
POMDP solving algorithms. The main goal of recently developed POMDP
algorithms has been to reduce computation time when solving large POMDP
problems whilst maintaining the quality of the solution [5–7, 43, 46, 51, 53,
68–74]. If two different algorithms can find an optimal solution with a good
quality the big difference will remain in the time needed for solving the
problem.
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2.4.14 Computing Acceleration for POMDPs
Even though approximate solutions to POMDP have accelerated converge
time, still POMDP are computationally intensive for an online solution of a
UA, GA navigation problem such as the one described in Figure 2.1. Recently
some parallel computing approaches have been implemented on POMDP
solvers in order to reduce the computation time trying to take advantage
of multi-threading programming techniques and the evolution of multi-core
machines. There are several strategies in which point-based algorithms for
solving POMDPs can be parallelised but some considerations must be taken
into account [70, 75]. First, it is important to take care when a parallel
implementation changes the semantics of an algorithm which can affect the
convergence of the algorithm. Second, some computation routines can be
done with a-synchronized multi-thread techniques, but special care should
be taken when changing the code to fit multi-threading so that it yields the
same result as in a single thread computing.
Third, another issue is access to memory which should be synchronized
in order to avoid the corruption of data sets. Overheads are produced when
using multiple threads in starting and stopping of a thread, so in many cases
it is not efficient to split too short computations into multiple threads and
a balance is required between the number of thread and the length of the
computation task for each thread.
2.5 Quadrotor Fundamentals
A quadrotor helicopter is chosen as the platform for development and flight
test of the system developed in this thesis. This platform was selected because
it is practical for use in indoor and cluttered scenarios that have narrow
spaces for flying. A quadrotor UAV is able to keep a hovering position which
makes it suitable for mission where still images must be acquired in order
to detect a target. A brief overview of the quadrotor working principles is
presented as well as important nomenclature, definitions and assumptions
that are foundations for the next chapters.
A quadrotor is an aerial vehicle that can fly and is capable of hovering
over a position in the airspace [76, 77]. This type of platform consist of
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four rotors that are symmetrically attached to a frame forming a cross or x
shape (see Fig. 2.7). Each rotor consists of a propeller attached to a motor
that produces rotational motion. The platform hub contains the required
electronic circuits that control the rotational speed of each motor, sensors
for estimating the different states of the vehicle, an autopilot that receives
commands from a ground station or remote control and the payload [78].
The rotors are set to rotate in counter-rotating pairs such that rotor 1 and
3 rotate clockwise and rotor 2 and 4 rotate anti-clockwise. The rotational
axes of the four rotors are parallel to each other and to the vertical. Each
rotor produces a thrust force and a torque that acts through its axis. The
resulting force and torque from the combined contributions of each rotor
produce translational and rotational movements. Therefore, the motion of
the platform can be controlled by the combination of the forces and torques
produced by each motor. These forces and torques can be controlled by
selecting the appropriate rotational speed in each motor Ωn = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
The combination of the rotational speed of the four rotors can determine
four separate control inputs Ui = {1, 2, 3, 4}, which correspond to changes in
roll, pitch and yaw angles of the quadrotor and vertical acceleration. Higher
level controller can use these control inputs to control translational speed,
heading and altitude. A simplified diagram depicts the different forces and
torques that affect the quadrotor 2.7.
Figure 2.7: Quadrotor frame, forces and torques
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Setting the rotational speeds for all the four rotors to the same value
Ω1 = Ω2 = Ω3 = Ω4 produces a net upward force FT . The net torque sums
to zero τc = 0 as all the contributions from the rotors cancel due to their
counter-turning rotations in pairs. If all the rotor speeds vary in the same
proportion, and the pitch and roll angles of the quadrotor are zero then the
quadrotor’s altitude changes. The quadrotor will ascend, descend or hover
depending on the resulting acceleration from combining the net upward force
exerted by the rotors with the weight of the vehicle mg. For attitudes where
the pitch or roll angles are non-zero, a lateral or longitudinal force will take
effect on the quadrotor and will cause it to move in the horizontal plane.
The qudrotor’s vertical acceleration or thrust can be controlled by setting
U1 = FT , such that
U1 = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 (2.19)
U1 = k(Ω
2
1 + Ω
2
2 + Ω
2
3 + Ω
2
4) (2.20)
The way to change the quadrotor attitude is to induce a non-zero torque
which can be achieved by varying the rotational speeds of the rotors. In-
creasing motor speeds Ω2 and Ω3 and decreasing motor speeds Ω1 and Ω4
in the same proportions ∆Ω generates a lateral torque τx that causes the
quadrotor to rotate in its roll angle φ whilst maintaining the same thrust
FT = (F1 − ∆F ) + (F2 + ∆F ) + (F3 + ∆F ) + (F4 − ∆F ). This induced
acceleration in the roll angle is induced by the generated torque τx. Setting
U2 = τx
U2 = rq(F2 + F3 − F1 − F4) (2.21)
U2 = rqk(Ω
2
2 + Ω
2
3 − Ω21 − Ω24) (2.22)
Increasing the speed in rotors Ω4 and Ω3 and decreasing it in rotors Ω1 and
Ω2 in the same proportion induces a torque τy and changes the quadrotor’s
pitch angle whilst maintaining the same thrust force FT = (F1−∆F )+(F2−
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∆F ) + (F3 + ∆F ) + (F4 + ∆F ). Setting U3 = τy
U3 = rq(F3 + F4 − F1 − F2) (2.23)
U3 = rqk(Ω
2
3 + Ω
2
4 − Ω21 − Ω22) (2.24)
Each of the four rotors generates an associated torque in the vertical
direction of the quadrotor. The net torque in the vertical axis can be set
different to zero in order to produce a turn in the quadrotor’s yaw angle.
Increasing rotor speeds Ω1 and Ω3 and decreasing rotor speeds Ω2 and Ω4
in the same amount ∆Ω produces a torque τz, that can be set as a control
input U4 = τz. The net thrust force remains the same FT = (F1 + ∆F ) +
(F3 + ∆F ) + (F2 −∆F ) + (F4 −∆F ) and no acceleration is produced in the
vertical axis.
U4 = (τ1 + τ3 − τ2 − τ4) (2.25)
U3 = kτ (Ω
2
1 + Ω
2
3 − Ω22 − Ω24) (2.26)
The equations that describe the four control inputs can be written in
matrix form as

U1
U2
U3
U4
 =

k k k k
−rqk rqk rqk −rqk
−rqk −rqk rqk rqk
rqk −rqk rqk −rqk


Ω21
Ω22
Ω23
Ω24
 (2.27)
2.6 Summary
This chapter provided the theory foundation for the research by first describ-
ing concepts in robot navigation such as SLAM, path planning and motion
planning under uncertainty. MDPs and POMDPs were explained further as
this thesis focuses on the motion planning of UAV for autonomous mission
under multiple sources of uncertainty. The literature review revealed multiple
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research gaps that are summarised in the following points.
I Many of the earliest methods for solving POMDP rely on the discretisa-
tion of the state space. Earlier POMDP algorithms were effective solv-
ing sequential decision problems for 2-dimensional discrete state spaces
but when the number of variables in the state space is larger the com-
plexity increases and these algorithms become inefficient. Moreover,
discretisation also reduces the accuracy in the calculation of next sates
and complicates the formulation and implementation of the transition
function since an explicit representation of the different transitions for
all states and all actions should be given to the algorithm.
I POMCP and ABT algorithms can handle continuous states spaces by
allowing the inclusion of a model as a black box for calculating the
transition function between states. This model allows to calculate the
transition functions from a given state and can implement deterministic
and stochastic components for the motion of the robot for each action
given. Further research needs to be conducted on the implementation of
UAV missions as POMDP using continuous state space representation
in which the transition function takes into account a motion model of
the UAV with deterministic and stochastic components.
I Current online POMDP algorithms have the length of the planning
horizon as a parameter that needs to be set by the user and is fixed
for the whole calculation and update of the policy. In online POMDPs
an initial policy is calculated and updated after executing actions and
receiving observations. Once the robot has progressed in its mission and
its belief-state has been updated based on perceived observations, the
initially set length of planning horizon might not be the optimal. This
may produce a less efficient computation of the motion policy. Methods
for adjusting the planning horizon in online POMDP algorithms to
improve the efficiency of these algorithms need to be explored.
I Most of the implementations of UAV navigation under uncertainty that
are formulated as POMDP compute the motion planning oﬄine. Fur-
ther research could explore methods that allow to execute, update and
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recalculate the motion policy online while flying in order to account for
unexpected uncertainties and observations in the motion plan.
I UAV navigation in GPS-denied environments has been implemented
using onboard LIDAR sensors but there is still a need for implementa-
tion methods that allow a UAV using low cost sensors to plan motion
commands in order to gain information and reduce its uncertainty in
localisation, motion and perception.
I UAV Navigation has been formulated as a POMDP before but most
of the previous works concentrate on 2D way-point navigation and are
tested in simulated environments. Implementation of UAV navigation
in 3D environments for target detection using online POMDP algo-
rithms in real scenarios is still underexploited.
I Previous works on Target Finding rely on accurate localisation of UAV,
they use external positioning systems to estimate the UAV position.
Other works present discrete state solutions and command way-points
for the UAV to follow in a GPS available scenario. Further exploration
is needed in order to develop a system that plans the motion of a low
cost UAV in a cluttered and GPS-denied environment in order to find
a target using online POMDPs.
I Some previous works have dealt with the problem of tracking and fol-
lowing a target with a UAV. Some works present simulation studies
in outdoor environments that are free of obstacles. Other works only
consider uncertainty in the target location and assume deterministic
targets trajectories. Further research needs to be conducted in order
to enable a low cost UAV to navigate in a GPS-denied environment
avoiding obstacles in order to find and follow a mobile target whose
motion is unknown.
I Additionally, in previous works the target motion has been modelled
considering a deterministic behaviour. There have been experiments
implementing the target tracking mission but they use a robot as a tar-
get whose motion is programmed and completely deterministic. There
is still a need to explore scenarios in which different target behaviours
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are considered, e.g. the target moving with a predefined trajectory; the
target trying to escape from the UAV and a more erratic or stochastic
behaviour.
Finally, this chapter concludes with the description of the quadrotor fun-
damentals which will be used for modelling and designing the UAV motion
control system.
The next chapter provides the description of the development of a frame-
work for implementing UAV missions considering multiple sources of uncer-
tainty formulated as online POMDP using a modular system architecture.
Chapter 3
Framework
3.1 Overview
This chapter presents a novel approach for solving, planning and executing
UAV missions under multiple sources of uncertainty formulated as online
POMDP. The framework involves the development of methods and a hard-
ware and software system for implementing and executing UAV missions un-
der uncertainty formulated as online POMDP. First, an overall description
of the framework is discussed, presenting a modular system that allows the
integration of multiple modules that interact with a online POMDP based
motion planner. Second, a description of the dynamic model of the UAV used
for implementing the mission with its notation and frames transformations
are presented. This dynamic model is the foundation for the formulation of
the UAV missions as Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes and
will be used in the test cases presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7. Third, a low
level Motion Control module is presented, describing the control structure
and the design and implementation of four PID controllers for the UAV for-
ward and lateral velocity, yaw angle and altitude. Fourth, the observation
module that transforms the sensor readings to observations about the locali-
sation of the UAV and the target is described. Finally, the POMDP module
that calculates the motion policy online is described as well as other modules
developed for simulations and visualisation of the scenario map, belief-state,
coordinate frames, and path of the UAV in simulation and real flight.
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3.2 System Architecture
A framework for uncertainty based UAV navigation (UBNAV) [79], with
software and hardware components was developed in order to flight test dif-
ferent UAV missions in environments with uncertainties due to the UAV
motion, internal perception systems and unknown localisation of a target.
The framework presented in this chapter was developed as a requirement to
test different UAV missions in simulated and real GPS-denied environments
and with multiple source of uncertainty. These type of missions are for-
mulated as POMDP. The developed framework allows to simulate, inspect,
troubleshoot, test and optimise the performance of the formulated UAV mis-
sions as POMDP and provides a method to integrate different modules into
a highly complex system.
Simulation of well known POMDP benchmark test cases can be per-
formed using the original solvers for POMCP [5] and ABT [55]. However,
implementation in simulated 3D and real scenario creates a challenge due
to requirements of the mission to have different subsystems executing at the
same time and at different rates. Distributing the work into smaller subsys-
tems or modules allows to reduce the complexity of the system and facilitates
the development and execution.
The framework is developed as a modular system consisting of four mod-
ules that interact with a commercial quad-rotor UAV. A diagram describing
the system architecture is shown in Fig. 3.1. The system contains an on-line
motion planner module that executes a POMDP on-line solver and produces
a motion command, also called action a. This action is selected by the
on-line motion planner from a set of actions that allows the UAV to move,
controlling four of its states. The online motion planner module includes a
formulation of the navigation mission as a POMDP. The POMCP [5] and
ABT algorithms [80] are used as the foundation source code for the motion
planner module. The source code in these two algorithms was modified to
integrate the motion planner module into the Robotic Operating System [81]
converting it into a ROS node.
The Motion Control module controls four states in the UAV using PID
controllers. The states controlled in the UAV are forward x˙b and lateral
velocity y˙b, altitude zb and yaw angle ψb. Actions received from the motion
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture for UAV Missions under Uncertainty
planner module are a combination of reference values for each of the four
controllers. The four PID controllers execute in parallel and were designed
in order to have a repeatable step response to the reference set by the action
command a. The POMDP formulation in the motion planner algorithm
calculates a prediction for the next states in the UAV belief-state based on
the characterised step responses of the four PID controllers.
The Observation module uses the on-board UAV sensors information to
calculate the UAV position and orientation. It also checks whether a ground
target has been detected by the on-board downward looking camera and if
so, it provides its position and orientation in the world frame.
The framework has a fourth ROS node that serves as an interface between
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ROS and the UAV. The framework uses the AR Drone quadrotor UAV [82]
and the AR Drone Autonomy Lab driver for ROS [83], which is an open
source ROS node by which the framework access the information on the
UAV on-board computer and sensors via a WIFI network. Through this
driver, ROS programs can read the UAV sensors and can send commands to
control the UAV and ultimately actuate the roll, pitch and yaw angles and
thrust of the UAV.
All the modules in the framework execute in parallel threads with differ-
ent update rates using ROS. The update rates for the Motion Control module
and the observation module are significantly faster than the motion planner
module. The Motion Control module, the observation module and the AR
Drone driver module execute at 100Hz in order to control the dynamics of
the UAV and to compute the odometry and estimate the location of the
UAV. On the other hand, the POMDP solver executes at 1Hz in order to
compute and update a motion policy that guarantee that the UAV accom-
plishes the mission objectives. Furthermore, this frequency ensures that the
four controlled UAV states reach a steady state when executing a command.
3.3 Motion Control Module
The block diagram presented in Fig. 3.2 shows the developed framework
control structure. In this structure, there is one inner loop that controls
the translational dynamics and which receives as input the action command
vector a from the motion planner. The action command vector is also called
the reference state vector X∗b = {x˙b, y˙b, ψb, zb}∗ with the reference values for
forward velocity x˙∗b , lateral velocity y˙
∗
b , heading angle Ψ
∗
b and altitude z
∗
b .
The outer loop in the control structure is in charge of the motion planning
which is calculated and updated by the motion planner module.
The Motion Control module was designed to enable the framework to
execute a set of motion commands that are produced by the motion planner
module. This set of commands or actions emulate the commands that are
given to a quadrotor UAV by an operator using a remote controller with a
joystick. In this way the quadrotor UAV can move forward and backwards
by controlling its forward velocity, it can move left or right by controlling
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the Motion Control System.
its lateral velocity, it can ascend or descend by controlling its altitude and
it can also rotate over the z axis by controlling its yaw angle. An on-board
attitude controller maintains the UAV in a stable attitude which allows it to
hover in a quasi-stationary position.
The set of commands that are used by the motion planner are per-
formed by the UAV by actuating in four different states that are decou-
pled so that independent controller can be designed to control them. The
Motion Control module controls the following states of the UAV: forward
velocity x˙b, lateral velocity y˙b, Yaw angle (heading angle) ψb and altitude
zb. The Motion Control module receives the references for the UAV states
a = X∗b = {x˙b, y˙b, ψb, zb}∗ from the motion planner module and subtracts the
actual states Xb = {x˙b, y˙b, ψb, zb} from the references sates X∗ to generate
error signals that are used by each of the PID controllers.
The output of the PID controllers is a control vector u = {θb, φb, ψ˙b, z˙b},
where θb , φb are pitch and roll angles, respectively, ψ˙b is yaw rate and z˙b is
rate of climb or descend. These outputs are sent to the AR Drone Autonomy
lab driver, which transforms them into control signals for the UAV on board
attitude controller.
Each of the PID controllers has a feedback loop in which the UAV on-
board navigation system calculates the forward x˙b and lateral y˙b velocities
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using optical flow obtained from the downward looking camera. The UAV
obtains the yaw angle ψb from IMU and magnetometer readings and the
altitude zb from on-board ultrasonic and barometric pressure sensors that
are fused using a proprietary Kalman filter.
3.3.1 PID Controller Design
A closed loop system with a proportional gain was created in order to design
the forward and lateral velocity controller. The response of this closed loop
system was measured using the internal UAV sensors and an external position
tracker system (VICON). A system identification tool was used to model the
transfer function for each of the controlled states, assuming a second order
model with underdamped poles as in Eq. (3.1).
H(s) =
ω2n
s2 + 2ζωn + ω2n
(3.1)
Each PID controller was designed based on each of the identified second
order systems with the aim of having a fast response without altering the
stability. Saturation limits were considered for the pitch and roll angles,
as well as the yaw angle rate and ascend rate in order to keep the system
working around the equilibrium point for which it behaves as a linear system.
The anti wind-up feature was included in each of the PID controllers in
order to avoid the integral action to continue growing once controller output
reaches a saturation point. Step responses for each of the states are shown in
Fig. 3.3. Notice that the step responses for forward x˙b and lateral y˙b velocities
are identical due to the symmetry of the quadrotor.
3.3.2 Action duration
The duration of an action execution Ta is chosen to guarantee that the UAV
dynamic response by using the designed PID reaches a steady state when
transitioning from different actions for all states, as shown in Fig.3.3. There-
fore, the POMDP solver time was set to be equal to the action duration, that
is, TP = Ta.
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Figure 3.3: PID time responses to a unit step input for x˙b and y˙b (solid), ψ
(dash-dot) , and z (dashed). All PID controllers reach steady state within
1s.
3.4 Observation Module
The Observation module calculates the current multi-rotor position and head-
ing angle based on the sensed forward and lateral velocities, accelerations and
the measured yaw angle ψb. The forward and lateral velocities in the UAV’s
frame are transformed to the fixed world frame, and are integrated to calcu-
late the UAV coordinates xw and yw in the world frame. The UAV altitude
zw is also read from the AR Drone ROS driver and is calculated on-board.
The UAV position Pw = {xw, yw, zw, ψw} is calculated based on the actual
states X obtained from the on-board sensors from the AR Drone ROS driver.
The POMDP solver calculates and updates the policy based on the position
and heading angle that the UAV will have by the time the previous action is
finished, i.e. t−Ta. Thus a prediction of the UAV position and heading angle
Pwt+1 is calculated based on the current UAV position and yaw angle in the
world frame, the action currently being executed and the action duration time
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Ta. This prediction is calculated using the characteristic step responses for
the four degrees of freedom shown in Fig. 3.3, the commanded state reference
values X∗ and the actual state values X.
The observation module also detects and calculates the target position
PTw = {xTw , yTw} by using a specific tag figure and the AR Drone Autonomy
Lab driver to determine whether the tag is present in the downward looking
camera image and its position within the image. The last type of observation
in the module identifies obstacles. In this case, Augmented Reality (AR) tags
are placed on the obstacles so that they can be detected with the front camera
using the ROS package Arsys for reading Aruco type tags [84].
3.4.1 Camera Field of View and Target Detection
The onboard cameras are used for both the Motion Control module and
the observation module. The Field of View (FOV) of the downward looking
camera is shown in Figure 3.4. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) calculate the target
position in the the quad-copter frame if the target position is known in the
world frame. xTb and yTb are the target position coordinates seen from the
quad-copter frame. The model formulation and simulation systems use these
equations to detect whether the target is within the FOV of the downward
camera.
xTb = xTwcos(ψw) + yTwsin(ψw)− xTwcos(ψw)− yTwsin(ψw) (3.2)
yTb = −xTwsin(ψw) + yTwcos(ψw)− yTwcos(ψw) + xTwsin(ψw) (3.3)
When the target is detected equations calculate the target position from
its position in the image. First the target position in the quad-copter frame is
calculated as in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5). Then theses coordinates are transformed
into the world frame by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7).
xTb = shift− hcyc (3.4)
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yTb =
wc
2
− wcxc (3.5)
xTw = xTbcos(ψb)− yTbsin(ψb) + xw (3.6)
yTw = xTbsin(ψb) + yTbcos(ψb) + yw (3.7)
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Figure 3.4: Field of view parameters for the UAV onboard camera, target
and world frames.
The use of the AR tags enables the system to have a global source of local-
isation since the tags can give an accurate indication of the UAV camera pose
with respect to the world frame by using coordinate frame transformations.
However these tags can only be detected when the AR tag is located within
the UAV front camera field of view (FOV) and within a distance of approx-
imately 1m. The model of the downward looking camera FOV is shown in
Fig. 3.4.
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3.5 Motion Planner Module
Several modifications and additions to the POMDP solvers source code were
done in order to allow them to work as ROS nodes and to integrate them
into the modular system.
The On-line POMDP module runs the on-line POMDP planning algo-
rithms. This module initialises the parameters for planning horizon h, map
of the environment, target location, odometry uncertainty in m, and an ini-
tial belief-state b0. This module produces a policy pi based on the initial
belief-state b0 and outputs the action a to be executed according to the cal-
culated policy. The action a is then executed by the Motion Control module,
and the Observation module calculates the UAV position using the on-board
sensed velocity, altitude and heading angle. The observation module also
checks whether the target is detected by the downward looking camera and
detects obstacles located within approximately 1m in front of the UAV with
a on-board front looking camera.
Once the observation is received, the POMDP node updates the belief-
state b, to match to the received observation and replenishing particles until
a time-out is reached. Based on the current belief-state b the POMDP solver
calculates a new policy pi (POMCP) or updates the policy pi (ABT) and
outputs the subsequent action a based on the updated policy pi.
The model of the UAV mission is formulated and coded as a POMDP
using object oriented programming and the methods and classes used for
this implementation vary depending on the algorithm used.
The motion policy is executed and updated online while flying. A diagram
describing the processes in the online implementation of the mission is shown
in Fig. The initial policy is calculated from time T0 to T1 producing an
action that is executed from time T1 to T2. Simultaneously the belief-state
is updated based on a predicted observation that is in turn, calculated based
on the action being executed and the current observed state. This is strategy
allows to update the belief-state in the POMDP planner and it permits to
update the motion policy while flying.
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Figure 3.5: The initial policy is calculated from time T0 to T1 producing an
action that is executed from time T1 to T2. Simultaneously the belief-state
is updated based on a predicted observation that is calculated based on the
action being executed and the current observed state.
3.5.1 UAV model and frame transformations
The following UAV model was derived taking into account the four states in
the UAV that are controlled by the Motion Control module and the different
frames that take place in the UAV mission, which are the world frame, the
UAV frame, the downward looking camera frame, the front looking camera
frame and the image frame. The UAV dynamic model equations are derived
in terms of the UAV state vector and the Motion Control vector. The UAV
state vector Xw = {xw, yw, zw, ψw} is composed by the UAV position and its
heading and are measured in the world frame, the roll and pitch angles are
not relevant for the localisation of the UAV since they are not used in the
calculation for the prediction of the next states. The control input vector is
composed of the UAV forward and lateral velocities, the heading angle and
the altitude, all measured in the body frame.

∆xwt
∆ywt
∆zwt
 =

cos(ψbt + σbt) − sin(ψbt + σbt) 0
sin(ψbt + σbt) cos(ψbt + σbt) 0
0 0 1


x˙bt∆t
˙ybt∆t
∆zb
 (3.8)

xwt+1
ywt+1
zwt+1
 =

xwt
ywt
zwt
+

∆xwt
∆ywt
∆zwt
 (3.9)
Where xwt , ywt and zwt are the x, y and z aircraft world coordinates at
time t, x˙bt and ˙ybt are forward and lateral velocities in the body frame at
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time t, and ψbt and σbt are heading and heading deviation at time t.
3.6 Uncertainty
This research considers different types of uncertainty that vary according to
the UAV mission. In general, this research considers unstructured uncer-
tainty in the localisation and orientation of the UAV and the target, UAV
and target dynamics and the observations that can be perceived by the dif-
ferent sensors onboard the UAV. The types of uncertainty, the parameters
that have the uncertainty and their limits are defined in the next sections
according to the type of UAV mission.
3.6.1 Navigation
The navigation missions are described in chapter 5. These missions start
when the UAV takes off from a known initial position and orientation with
respect to the world frame Pw = {xw, yw, zw, ψw}. After taking off, the UAV
experiments a drift in its initial position and heading denoted as Pwd =
{xwd , ywd , zwd , ψwd}. This drift in the initial position and heading has some
uncertainty which is modelled as a deviation from the initial UAV position
and heading. This uncertainty is modelled using a Gaussian probability
distribution that follows the Eq. 3.10
P (x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ2 (3.10)
where P (x) is the probability of the variable x, µ is the expectation value
of the distribution and σ is the standard deviation.
The POMDP algorithm must sample particles to form the initial belief-
state. The particles must contain the initial UAV position and heading after
take off Pw0 . UAV position and heading are calculated using on Eq. 3.11.
The mean µ, standard deviation σ and the limits of the initial drift using the
Gaussian distribution are shown in Appendix A.4, table A.7.
Pw0 = Pw + Pwd (3.11)
Another source of uncertainty for all Navigation missions is the motion
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of the UAV. As previously described in the Motion Control Module section
3.3, PID controllers where designed to control four states of the UAV. Char-
acteristic step responses in time where obtained in order to include them in
the transition model as the dynamic model of the UAV.
The UAV dynamic response to the actions generated by the POMDP
motion planner are included as discretised look-up tables. The standard
deviation of the UAV step responses for each of the controlled states were
measured in flight trials and characterised using a Gaussian distribution. The
mean and standard deviation from the characteristic step responses for the
four controlled states, x˙bd , y˙bd , ψbd and zbd are presented in table A.6.
The calculation of the UAV pose in the world frame also suffers from
uncertainty due to the accumulation of error in the integration of the ground
speed based on optical flow and error in the estimation of the altitude and
heading angle. This uncertainty is accounted for in the parameters of the
controlled states x˙bd , y˙bd , ψbd and zbd , as shown in table A.7.
The target location PT = {xT , yT} has a small uncertainty in the x − y
plane PTd = {xTd , yTd}, as shown in Fig. 3.6. This uncertainty is modelled as
a Gaussian distribution (Eq. 3.10). The mean, standard deviation, maximum
and minimum limits describing this type of uncertainty are presented in
table A.8.
The UAV has an onbaord system for detecting the target. This detection
is affected by the UAV altitude and by how much of the target appears
in the image frame of the downward looking camera. The target detection
conditions are presented in table A.9.
It is important to note that aerodynamic effects are neglected since the
UAV mission is carried out under the following conditions:
I The UAV navigates in an indoor environment where the wind distur-
bances are minimal. It is also flying above the ground at a minimal
altitude of 0.6 m where ground effects can be neglected.
I The obstacles are enlarged in the map to increase the safety distance
and to avoid affecting the aerodynamics of the UAV as the propeller
wash may interact with the obstacle creating unwanted disturbances.
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3.6.2 Target Finding
In the Target Finding missions (Section 6) the target is static but its location
PTd = {xTd , yTd} is unknown. This uncertainty is represented as a uniform
distribution. The target could be located on the ground in any location
within the limits of the flying area L = {Lx1 , Lx2 , Ly1 , Ly2} except where the
obstacles are located. The maximum and minimum limits and the type of
uncertainty model used for PTd = {xTd , yTd} are presented in table A.10.
3.6.3 Target Tracking
In the Target Tracking mission, the location of the target is unknown. The
target could be located in certain zones on the ground. The target is mobile
and its motion is modelled using two modes:
I The target moves in a loop fashion visiting the zones in a the clockwise
direction.
I The target tries to escape in the opposite direction away from the UAV
with a probability P(TE) of 0.5 and a probability to continue with the
same heading P(TC) of 0.5.
The target minimum and maximum values for speed and heading are
presented in table A.11. The other source of uncertainty in the target motion
is its speed. The target has a probability P(TM) of 0.9 of moving with
constant speed and a probability P(TS) of 0.1 of remaining in the same
position. These probabilities model the effect that the terrain has on the
target motion which gets affected by the use of tiles on the ground in order
to simulate texture of real scenarios. A summery of the parameters used to
model the uncertainty and their limits for the Target Tracking missions are
presented in table A.12.
3.7 Simulation and Visualisation
Different parameters were adjusted, tuned and tested during the formulation
of the UAV missions as POMDPs. Simulations were carried out in order to
analyse and verify the effects of changing the value of different parameters
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such as the planning horizon, the number of particles in the belief nodes, the
computation time, the step time, the discount factor and the set of rewards.
The simulations were executed on a computer running Ubuntu linux OS and
a set of scripts were developed in order to store the data with the results of
the simulations into files that were read by matlab in order to produce plots
comparing the different results.
The motion planner module publishes the coordinates of the location of
the UAV and the target for each particle in the belief node as two point
clouds, one representing the UAV location and the other representing the
target location. An external ROS node module was developed in order to
visualise the published particle clouds.
An external ROS node listens to the published point clouds and broad-
casts them regularly at a 10 Hz rate. It also broadcasts the actual UAV pose
and target poses as frames for both simulation and real flight tests. Another
external node is in charge of publishing the scenario features, such as the
boundaries, obstacles and ground and the world frame. All these published
data is visualised in a virtual 3D environment using the ROS package RVIZ.
Figure 3.6 shows a top view of a 3D virtual scene of an indoor scenario with
five obstacles shown as blue boxes. The UAV with its frame is located at
the bottom of the figure in its starting position. The target is located in
the top right corner of the scenario and the belief-state of the POMDP is
represented by the white particles for the UAV position and the red particles
for the target position. The boundaries of the flying region are shown in
turquoise colour.
This visualisation scenario also allows to display other frames in the sys-
tem, such as the UAV and cameras frames, the measured position of the
UAV and the target by the VICON system and the trajectory of the UAV
and target.
3.8 Conclusions
A framework was developed to allow the implementation and execution of
UAV mission with multiple sources of uncertainty using a low cost quadrotor
UAV formulated as online POMDP. The framework allows the automation
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Figure 3.6: 3D visulation in RVIZ showing the scenario with its obstacles
(blue), the boundaries (green), ground (grey), the world, UAV and target
frames, and the belief location for UAV (white) and target (red).
of UAV missions under uncertainty by using on-line POMDP formulations
that can be implemented in state-of-the-art POMDP solver algorithms. The
framework also permits the implementation of different motion controllers
and perception modules into the system. The system is available as a ROS
package called Uncertainty Based UAV Navigation (UBNAB) and can be
compiled in an Ubuntu linux machine.
The framework allows to apply different sets of actions separating the
motion planning from the motion execution. The motion of the UAV is
planned considering the UAV dynamics and sensors deviations in the transi-
tion function. The deterministic component uses characterised step responses
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for action commands that are obtained from real measurements of the four
controlled states, e.g. UAV forward and lateral velocities, altitude and yaw
angle. The stochastic component is modelled using Gaussian probability dis-
tributions in order to approximate the drift in the heading angle over time.
The frameworks allows the execution of a set of holonomic actions instead
of a classic waypoint approach which enables the UAV to plan information-
gathering actions in order to reduce the uncertainty in localisation.
The framework allows to simulate the system before flying and provides a
virtual visualisation environment that permits to check the evolution of the
belief-state in the POMDP in every step of the mission. The planning time
can be set to different values depending on the computational expense of
the problem and the ground station computer used and the online algorithm
used for solving the POMDP.
A method was developed to coordinate the execution of the online motion
planning and the action selection in parallel with the action execution, per-
ception of observations and update of the belief-state. The motion control
systems for the four controlled states were designed to guarantee a steady
state after transition of states. The duration of the action execution also
guarantees that the UAV reaches an stable state before executing the next
action and provides the required time for the motion planning algorithm to
calculate the new policy and update the belief-state.
The motion control and observation modules were created as ROS services
which allows them to be called only when there is a new action or observation
and by using standard ROS messages. This reduces the amount of data
exchanged in the ROS network which in time, reduces the load and latency
in the system. The framework allows the multiple modules to execute in
different threads and in different computers. Each module runs in a cycle
with its own update rate.
In order to explore the application of the framework to real scenarios, a
UAV navigation in cluttered and GPS-denied environments formulation is
presented through two new test cases in chapter 5. The following chapter
also focuses on new methods to adjust the length of the planning horizon to
its optimal depending on the POMDP problem and the belief-state of the
agent. These new methods are tested on benchmark test cases and the two
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new test cases.
Chapter 4
Benchmark Test Cases and
Planning Horizon Exploration
4.1 Overview
In this chapter benchmark POMDP test cases are in simulated and discussed.
This implementation and simulation testing allowed a better understanding
and development of the Online planner module in the framework described in
chapter 3. The following state-of-the-art test cases were explored: Rocksam-
ple 11x11 [40] and Tag problem [36] and two new test cases are formulated:
Target Finding and Target Tracking for 3D UAV Navigation in cluttered en-
vironments with multiple sources of uncertainty and wind perturbations. The
formulation as POMDP of these new test cases is presented and simulations
are also conducted in order to adjust different parameters of the formulation,
such as the set of rewards, actions and observations and the discount fac-
tor. Experimental results are presented indicating how the dependency on
the initial belief-state in a POMDP problem progresses as a function of the
length of planning horizon depending on the problem. Results are presented
for different POMDP problems testing different fixed lengths of planning
horizons showing the effects on the quality of the solution and computation
time. These results indicate, that the optimal planning horizon depends on
the belief-state of the system in the scenario. Three different methods are
proposed to adjust the length of the planning horizon based on a the corre-
lation analysis for values of return in a search tree for an online algorithm.
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Finally, results comparing these different methods for adjusting the planning
horizon are also discussed.
4.2 Benchmark Test Cases
Two UAV mission problems are formulated and analysed in simulation. In
these two problems the UAV motion control policy has to be updated after
every iteration in order to account for uncertainties in motion and wind
disturbances in a cluttered environment. Having a short calculation time per
step while achieving a high value of return is critical. This highlights the
need for a method to set the planning horizon that allows to achieve a high
return in a short calculation time.
The analysis of the effect of the planning horizon is conducted first by
taking into account the results obtained for different lengths of planning
horizon in the four problems. Afterwards, methods for testing the evolution
of covariance and correlation between the values of discounted return for
different beliefs in the nodes of the search tree are considered. Based on the
evolution of the covariance and the correlation some trends were identified
in two specific problems. These trends of the correlation indicate that after
a number of steps the values of discounted return in the nodes of the search
tree the dependency on the initial belief decreases [85].
Based on the indication of the reduction of the dependency on the initial
belief, three algorithms to adjust the planning horizon based on the corre-
lation values are proposed and tested. The results obtained for discounted
return and computation time for the four problems are shown and discussed.
Four test cases were considered; The Rocksample 11x11 as described in
[40], the Tag problem as described in [36] and two new problems; Target
finding and Target tracking in 3D. For these two new problems a multirotor-
type UAV flies in a confined 3D scenario with no GPS signal available, the
UAV flight is limited by a region of the airspace of size 20 x 20 m in the
x and y coordinates respectively and 5m in z. There are 11 box-shaped
obstacles located around the scenario as shown in Fig. 4.1. The task of the
aircraft is to fly from the initial position that is described by a probability
distribution, towards a target which position is only known at the beginning
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of the mission. The target’s position is shown in light purple in Fig. 4.2. The
target must be found (for the Target Finding problem) and followed (Target
tracking) without colliding with the obstacles and overcoming uncertainties
in motion, wind disturbances and a partially observed environment. For the
Target tracking, the target will try to escape in the opposite direction away
from the aircraft’s location, moving on a 2D plane, simulating a car or object
moving on land. Examples of a trace of the route followed by the aircraft
tracking the target are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.
  
Start
Obstacles
Target
Figure 4.1: Example of 3D scenario for Target Finding.
4.2.1 State variables (S)
The state variables considered in the POMDP formulation are the location
of the quadrotor in the scenario (xa, ya, za), the target’s position (xg, yg, zg),
the wind velocity Vw and wind direction Φw(x, y) as functions of the x and
y location in the environment which are time invariant.
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location
Trajectory
Figure 4.2: 3D Scenario and trace of trajectory for Target Tracking.
4.2.2 Actions (A)
There are 11 possible actions that the aircraft can execute, 8 actions changing
the heading angle φ to orientate the multirotor towards North, East, South,
West, North-West, North-East, South-East and South-West. Actions Up and
Down, change in velocity in the z axis to 0.2 m/s or -0.2 m/s and 0 m/s for
the (x, y) plane. Action hover maintains the aircraft’s velocity to zero.
The aircraft’s velocity Vx,y is assumed to be constant with a magnitude of
1 m/s. There is an uncertainty in the aircraft when it changes its orientation
which is represented as adding a random angle φd.
4.2.3 Transition functions (T)
In order to represent the system dynamics a simplified kinematic model is
described as in equations (4.1) to (4.3). The position of the aircraft is de-
termined by the aircraft and wind velocity as a vectorial addition. The ori-
entation of the aircraft is determined by its heading angle. The uncertainty
in motion is incorporated in the system by adding a small deviation in this
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angle as a random number, i.e. ±8 deg.
xt = xt−1 + V cos(φ)∆t+ Vw cos(Φw)∆t (4.1)
yt = yt−1 + V sin(φ)∆t+ Vwsin(Φw)∆t (4.2)
zt = zt−1 + Vz∆t (4.3)
For the Target tracking, the target can move in four possible directions:
North, East, South or West.
Target transition is determined by a strategy in which the target will
always try to escape in any of the opposite directions when comparing its
location to the aircraft’s location in the x, y plane, but adding uncertainty to
the direction chosen and with a probability of not moving 20% of the time.
As an example if the aircraft is located at (3, 4) and the target is at (8, 10),
meaning that the aircraft is South-East of the target. The target will have
equal probability of moving either North or West. The target’s velocity is
0.3 m/s
4.2.4 Observation Model (O)
The aircraft is able to detect an obstacle when it is within a distance of
1m from it and will receive a different observation for every obstacle in the
environment, ranging from 1 to 11. The aircraft will receive observation clear
where it can not perceive the obstacles and will receive observation target
when it is within 2.5 m from the target. Thus the number of observations
|O| is 13.
4.2.5 Immediate rewards (R)
The aircraft will receive a reward of 4000 every time it is within a distance
of 1m from the target’s position. Hitting an obstacle or going out of the
scenario will give a reward of -30 and every other movement will carry a
reward of -2. These values were selected after testing 1000 simulations in
order to make sure the UAV reaches the goal.
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4.3 Fixed planning horizon
The length of the planning horizon in a POMDP problem affects the quality
of the solution measured by the total discounted return, the number of steps
to achieve the terminal state and the computation time at each step.
The hypothesis for this study is that increasing the planning horizon
beyond its optimal value would not increase the quality of the solution in
the same manner. That means that there will be an optimal value for the
planning horizon when its discounted return will reach the maximum. On
the other hand, increasing the planning horizon results in increasing the
computation time which affects the performance of the online solver [47],
which is a primary concern when doing online path planning for UAVs.
Simulation experiments were conducted on different POMDP problems
in order to find the effect of different lengths for fixed planning horizons. An
average of the discounted return is taken in order to plot its value against
the corresponding planning horizon.
Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show the results for a fixed planning horizon for the
Rocksample 11x11 and 3D Target tracking.
The results for Rocksample 11x11 (Figure 4.3 indicate that the maximum
discounted return is reached for a planning horizon of 9 and it can be seen
that increasing the planning horizon does not increase the discounted return
above 21, which is approximately the maximum return reached for this test
case.
Similar results can be seen in Figure 4.4 for the Target tracking case. The
results for the step calculation time indicate that increasing the planning
horizon has the effect of increasing the average calculation time per step
but on the other hand, the discounted return does not increase above the
maximum reached for this case which is approximately 17600.
4.4 Exploration of Planning Horizon
In general, POMDPs algorithms and POMCP have a planning stage that is
used to select the action to be executed based on the current belief state of
the agent in the environment. The POMCP algorithm builds a search tree
containing nodes that represent possible actions to be taken and possible
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Figure 4.3: Discounted return for Rocksample 11x11.
observations received after taking those actions. The algorithm creates this
search tree performing a large amount of Monte Carlo simulations and every
path in the tree from the root node to a branch node represents a possible
sequence of actions and observations, also called a history.
Every node on the tree represents a belief state composed by the parti-
cles or simulations that match that state and contains computed values of
accumulated discounted return.
A correlation study was designed in order to explore the evolution of the
dependency of the discounted return in the nodes in the search tree along a
history. In this study, the values (samples) of accumulated discounted return
that are stored in every of the nodes in the search tree are treated as random
variables and a correlation test is applied in order to find out the dependence
of the values for discounted accumulated return of the next belief in tree
compared to the initial belief node. [85].
The correlation is calculated based on Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5) as a
measure of the dependency between two random variables in order to test
whether after a certain number of steps of planning into the future the values
of discounted return in the nodes start to become independent from the initial
belief.
The correlation between the values of expected return of the nodes within
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Figure 4.4: Discounted retur and step time for 3D Target tracking.
the same path in a search tree (history) is presented in algorithm 1. The
values of discounted return in the subsequent nodes are compared with the
first node which contains the values of the initial belief. This allows tracking
the progress of the correlation through to the deepest level of the search tree
in the POMCP algorithm.
cov(X, Y ) = E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )] (4.4)
ρX,Y = corr(X, Y ) =
cov(X, Y )
σXσY
(4.5)
The aim of this experiment was to identify whether the correlation be-
tween the values of discounted return of the nodes in the search tree will
reduce asymptotically to zero with the depth of the search tree.
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Algorithm 6 CalculateCorr(SearchTree)
1: TraverseTree(minimumSamples)
2: history = SelectedHistory()
3: for all nodes in history do
4:
Corr(i) =
cov(Node0, Nodei)
σNode0σNodei
5: end for
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Figure 4.5: Correlation for Rocksample 11.
Figure 4.5 shows that the correlation goes down close to zero after ap-
proximately 9 steps for the Rocksample 11x11 test case, which matches the
results of the fixed planning horizon where the maximum returned is achieved
by a planing horizon of 9 (Figure 4.3).
The same effect can be seen for the 3D Target tracking test case where
the correlation gets to a lower value after approximately 17 steps of planning
(Figure 4.4). In Figure 4.4, it is seen that the maximum discounted return
is reached when the planning horizon is 17.
This indicates that after a certain number of steps in the future the system
becomes independent of the current actions taken, which evidences that there
is no advantage in planning with longer horizons than the optimal for a
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Figure 4.6: Correlation for 3D Target Tracking.
particular POMDP problem.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation for Tag problem.
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Figure 4.8: Correlation for 3D Target Finding.
4.5 Methods to adjust the planning horizon
Three different methods are proposed to adjust the planning horizon us-
ing the correlation calculation as a metric to decide up to which length of
planning horizon the POMCP algorithm should perform the first stage of
planning. The three methods are described in algorithms 2, 3 and 4.
Algorithm 2 describes a simple method in which a threshold is used. The
correlation is calculated for the nodes in a history after an initial planning
stage has concluded. This threshold must be set depending on the value of the
correlation for a specific problem. While the correlation is being calculated
for every node in the history the algorithm checks if the calculated value has
gone below the threshold and sets the horizon to the depth level in the tree
where the correlation reaches that threshold.
An alternative method is to verify when the correlation reaches a min-
imum value and thus, select that depth in the search tree as the planning
horizon for the next planning.
This method is described in algorithm 3, which unlike algorithm 2 does
not set a threshold value but instead cuts the planning horizon when the
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Algorithm 7 Threshold(SearchTree)
1: setThreshold = 0.1
2: Initialise correlation = 1
3: while inside tree do
4: Calculate correlation(Return in tree node)
5: if Correlation < Threshold then
6: Horizon(nodelevel)
7: Go to next node in tree
8: end if
9: end while
10: return Horizon
correlation reaches a minimum.
Algorithm 8 MinimumCorrelation(SearchTree)
1: setMinimum = 1
2: while inside tree do
3: Calculate correlation(Return in tree node)
4: if Correlation < MinimumCorrelation then
5: MinimumCorrelation = Correlation
6: Horizon(nodelevel)
7: Go to next node in tree
8: end if
9: end while
10: return Horizon
11: Apply Horizon for whole episode
Algorithm 4 is based on Algortihm 3. It executes MinimumCorrelation
after every step in the POMCP is executed, that means after an update of
the belief occurs and a new planning stage must be executed. The difference
with this algorithm is that the planning horizon is updated after every step
while the task is executed. This is an online adaptation of the horizon.
4.6 Results
The results show that applying the methods for adjusting the planning hori-
zon the achieved discounted return is in the maximum levels expected for
each of the problems. This shows the advantage that using a strategy to
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Algorithm 9 AdaptingEveryStep(MinimumCorrelation)
1: set initial Horizon
2: while notterminated do
3: RunPOMCP (Horizon)
4: Update(SearchTree)
5: Horizon = MinimumCorrelation(SearchTree)
6: end while
Strategy Disc return Step time(s) Total steps
Threshold 20.25 0.43 63.28
Minimum
correlation
20.09 0.45 60.77
Minimum
correlation
adapting every
step
19.28 0.43 68.74
Table 4.1: Results adapting planning horizon for Rocksample 11x11.
adapt the planning horizon has on the quality of the solution of a problem
formulated as a POMDP.
Table 4.1 shows the results of applying the three proposed algorithms
for finding the proper planning horizon for the Rocksample 11x11 problem.
The results for the discounted return are slightly higher for the threshold
and minimum correlation algorithms than for the adaptation at every step
algorithm, whereas the computation time per step is fairly similar for all the
methods.
The results of executing the adjusting algorithms for the Tag problem
are shown in table 4.2. Results show very similar values for step time and
a higher return for the threshold, minimum correlation and adaptation at
every step algorithms and the results for Target finding in table 4.3 show Re-
sults displayed in table 4.4 showing the calculation time per step is slightly
lower when adapting the horizon after every step than for the other two
algorithms. The maximum return is achieved when using the Minimum cor-
relation method but the other two are near the same value.
The results for Target Tracking in table 4.4 show that the step calculation
time is significantly lower adapting the horizon after every step than for the
other two cases, achieving also higher return than the other two algorithms.
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Strategy Disc return Step time (s) Total steps
Threshold -7.11 1.41 40.31
Minimum
correlation
-8.13 1.28 38.61
Minimum
correlation
adapting every
step
-6.90 1.39 40.50
Table 4.2: Results adapting planning horizon for Tag problem.
Strategy Disc return Step time(s) Total steps
Threshold 1997.79 0.40 24.54
Minimum
correlation
2136.16 0.37 19.53
Minimum
correlation
adapting every
step
1947.45 0.36 29.12
Table 4.3: Results adapting planning horizon for Target Finding.
4.7 Conclusions
Two new test cases were formulated for Target Finding and Target Tracking
under uncertainty missions. In these test cases the state space includes the
wind speed varying as a function of the location within the flying area. A
3D scenario with 13 obstacles is explored. In this scenario the UAV can
execute a set of 11 different actions and there are 13 possible observations that
represent the obstacle detection. This preliminary formulation is a simulation
study that serves as the foundation for the navigation and target finding and
tracking problems. More refinement is needed in modelling a real scenario to
include the UAV dynamics which is achieved in chapters 5, 6, 7.
Experiments conducted on the four test cases to explore the implications
of the length of the planning horizon in the policy computation indicated
that a maximum discounted return is reached for all problems for a partic-
ular length of the planning horizon. Furthermore, for longer planning hori-
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Strategy Disc return Step time(s) Total steps
Threshold 14825.9 0.69 39.09
Minimum
correlation
15617.5 0.59 35.37
Minimum
correlation
adapting every
step
15757.3 0.45 37.42
Table 4.4: Results adapting planning horizon for Target Tracking.
zons the discounted return does not keep increasing above the maximum.
However, the computation time does increase proportionally to the length of
planning horizons for all problems, which is undesirable in an online POMDP
implementation.
A method based on an analysis of correlation between values of discounted
return in different levels of the search tree in a MonteCarlo POMDP algo-
rithm was proposed to find the length of the optimal planning horizon for
four test cases. The results of applying this method indicated that the val-
ues of the discounted return for deeper levels in the search tree compared
with the root node become less correlated asymptotically. This finding could
be interpreted as follows: the outcome of the problem becomes asymptot-
ically independent beyond a certain time horizon from actions executed in
the present.
Based on the afore mentioned premise, three algorithms were developed to
adjust the planning horizon for an online POMDP algorithm. These methods
are able to reach the maximum discounted return achievable for each of the
cited problems. However, algorithm 9, which adjusts the planning horizon in
each time step shortens the calculation time for the target tracking problem
about 30% compared with the other methods.
The suggested methods provide a guideline to find the length of planning
horizon that should be used as a parameter for solving a POMDP using
an online algorithm and succeed in achieving high discounted returns values
within low computation time, avoiding running trial and error tests to set
the planning horizon.

Chapter 5
UAV Navigation under
Uncertainty
5.1 Overview
In this chapter the framework described in chapter 3 is applied for testing a
mission in which a low cost UAVs navigates in GPS-denied environments by
executing a policy that takes into account different sources of uncertainty.
First, the modelling of the UAV mission as a POMDP is presented. In this
model, the actions that the UAV executes are designed based on the ca-
pabilities of the motion control system. This approach provides a method
that allows to model the POMDP transition function using characteristic
step responses of four states in the UAV, and it also allows to define a
suitable frequency for the update rate of the on-line POMDP algorithm.
Second, results comparing the implementation of the mission using two on-
line POMDP solvers are presented and discussed. The two on-line POMDP
solvers used in this comparison are: Partially Observable Monte Carlo Plan-
ning (POMCP) [5] and Adaptive Belief Tree (ABT) [55], which are described
in sections 2.4.8 and 2.4.9 of chapter 2. Third, a discussion of the results is
presented and also different considerations that must be taken into account
for implementing this type of mission in a real scenario. These results shown
that the online POMDP formulation guides the UAV towards regions where
it can localise better in order to reduce the uncertainty in localisation of both
the UAV and the goal target. Finally some recommendations are given in
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order to implement UAV navigation missions in cluttered and GPS-denied
environments as POMDPs using a modular framework executing in ROS.
5.2 Problem Description and Formulation
Ground, underwater and aerial robots are widely used for multiple purposes
such as environmental monitoring, target detection and remote sensing mis-
sions [1, 86–88]. In particular, the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)
is increasing every day in a variety of fields that include surveillance, survey-
ing, environmental sampling, crop inspection and more [89–94]. In order to
increase the level of autonomy, these type of vehicles have to rely on safe and
reliable navigation and guidance systems that are able to overcome pertur-
bations and uncertainties in the environment in which these aircraft operate.
UAVs use ground control stations to plan a path to a goal before flying,
using Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors as their source of localisa-
tion [95–99]. However reliable GPS localisation is not always available due
to occlusions or absence of the satellite signal. The accuracy of such lo-
calisation systems also decreases for low cost UAVs. Flying in GPS-denied
environments and with only on-board sensors as the source of localisation is
challenging, particularly when there are obstacles in the airspace that need
to be avoided, or if there is uncertainty in the goal location which requires
the UAV to fly and explore the area until a target is detected.
Partially Observable Markov decision processes (POMDP) can incorpo-
rate the uncertainties in sensing and the partial observability of the agent
in the environment [3]. This framework can be used to plan robotic and
UAV missions that must account for uncertainties in real scenarios and the
limitations of the UAV sensors under special conditions [16,99,100].
This research formulate a UAV navigation mission in an environment
with multiple sources of uncertainty as a POMDP. The navigation mission
is described as follows: consider a low cost multi-rotor UAV flying in a 3D
space in a GPS denied environment filled with obstacles. An example of
such environment is the indoor scenario shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2. The
UAV has the mission to navigate within a limited region of the airspace with
boundaries xlim, ylim and zlim in the x, y and z coordinates respectively. The
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UAV’s task is to fly from the initial hovering position to a region where the
target is believed to be located in order to explore and detect it using an
onboard downward looking camera.
There are a number of obstacles in the flying area that must be avoided.
Their location and geometry with respect to the world frame are known by
the UAV navigation system through an approximated map which includes
bounding boxes for the obstacles and the edges of the flying space. After
taking off, the UAV hovers for five seconds before starting the mission. This
initial hovering incorporates uncertainty into the UAV position due to the
UAV drifting around the take off position. The target is stationary and its
location is known by the system with uncertainty as discussed in section 3.6.
Even though only rectangular shapes were used, the research is applicable
to any shape of obstacle provided their location and approximated geometry
are given as a map of the scenario and the obstacles are oriented with respect
to the world frame.
  
Obstacles
UAV
Target
Flying area 
limits
Figure 5.1: Scenario with five obstacles for the Navigation problem.
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UAV
Obstacles
Target
Figure 5.2: Scenario with four obstacles for the Navigation problem with AR
tags.
The navigation and target detection must be done using only on-board
sensors, whilst overcoming uncertainties in the UAV states information and
uncertainty in target location.
The UAV navigates in a GPS-denied scenario, the navigation system
needs an alternative source of localisation in order to reduce the growing
error over time due to the uncertainty in the sensing or the heading angle
and the visual odometry calculation error. In order to solve this problem,
landmarks are introduced into the scenario. Each of the obstacle has a land-
mark. In this case, an augmented reality (AR) tag that can be detected by
the front camera which can be seen in Fig 5.2. A program that runs in the
ground station, constantly monitors the video feed to detect the AR tags.
Once the UAV’s front camera faces the AR tag, the AR program gives an
accurate estimation of the UAV position with respect to the obstacle. A
frame transformation is then calculated in order to obtain the UAV pose in
the world frame and reset the error in the localisation.
The detection of the landmarks on the obstacles using the front camera
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is modelled in the POMDP formulation, so that the planning incorporates
actions to guide the UAV towards the landmarks in order to reduce the
uncertainty in the localisation.
The POMDP formulation uses a continuous state representation to model
the transition function and a discrete set of observations O as described in
section 4.5. The problem is formulated as a POMDP with the following
elements: the state of the aircraft in the environment (S), the set of actions
that the multi-rotor can execute (A), the transition function describing the
state transition after applying a specific action (T ), the observation model
(O) that represents the sensed state and uncertainty of the UAV after taking
an action, and the reward function (R).
5.2.1 State Variables (S)
The state variables considered in the POMDP formulation are the position
and yaw (heading) angle of the UAV in the world frame Pa = (xa, ya, za,Ψa),
the target’s position PTw = (xTw , yTw , zTw) and the UAV’s forward Vf and
lateral velocity Vl.
5.2.2 Actions (A)
There are seven possible actions a ∈ A that the UAV can execute. The
UAV can fly forward or backwards with forward speed Vf = 0.6m/s or Vf =
−0.6m/s respectively. Actions roll left and roll right make the UAV to fly
with lateral velocity Vl = 0.6m/s and Vl = −0.6m/s respectively. Actions Up
and Down, increase or decrease the altitude by 0.3m, with UAV’s forward
Vf = 0m/s and lateral velocity Vl = 0m/s. Hover action maintains the
UAV’s velocity at 0m/s. The set of actions is summarised in table 5.1.
5.2.3 Transition Functions (T)
In order to represent the system dynamics, a kinematic model is described
as in Eq. (5.1) to Eq. (5.2). The position of the aircraft is determined by cal-
culating the change in position due to its current velocity which is controlled
by the motion control module and is selected according to the commanded
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Action a Forward
velocity
V ∗f (m/s)
Lateral
Velocity
V ∗l (m/s)
Altitude
change
∆z∗a(m)
Heading
angle
Ψ∗a(deg)
Forward 0.6 0 0 90
Backward −0.6 0 0 90
Roll left 0 0.6 0 90
Roll right 0 −0.6 0 90
Up 0 0 0.3 90
Down 0 0 −0.3 90
Hover 0 0 0 90
Table 5.1: Summary of actions in Navigation and target finding problem.
action. A transformation from the UAV’s frame to the world frame is also
calculated in these equations.
A normal probability distribution with mean value and standard deviation
< 1m around the take off position as shown in Eq. 3.10 is used to model this
uncertainty on the UAV initial position.
The orientation of the UAV is determined by its heading angle Ψa. The
uncertainty in motion is incorporated in the system by adding a small devi-
ation to the heading angle σa using a normal distribution with mean value
equal to the desired heading angle and restricted to the range −2.0◦ < σa <
2.0◦, which represents the uncertainty on the yaw angle control system.
A discrete table with the characteristic values of a step input response
was obtained experimentally for each of the controllers for every degree of
freedom in the motion controller module. These step responses, see Fig. 3.3,
are included in the transition function in order to incorporate the transient
changes in the UAV speed when it transitions from action to action after
receiving the command from the on-line planner. The uncertainty in UAV
position due to the initial hovering is modelled as a Gaussian probability dis-
tribution, described by Eq. (3.10), with mean value µ and standard deviation
σ < 1m, see Fig. 5.3.
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
∆xat
∆yat
∆zat
 =

cos(Ψat + σat) − sin(Ψat + σat) 0
sin(Ψat + σat) cos(Ψat + σat) 0
0 0 1


Vaft∆t
Valt∆t
∆za
 (5.1)
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xat+1
yat+1
zat+1
 =

xat
yat
zat
+

∆xat
∆yat
∆zat
 (5.2)
Where xat , yat and zat are the x, y and z aircraft coordinates at time t,
Vaft and Valt are forward and lateral velocities in the multi-rotor’s frame at
time t, and Ψat and σat are heading and heading deviation at time t.
5.2.4 Observation Model (O)
An observation for the POMDP model is composed of a) the UAV position
in the world frame with onboard odometry as source, b) the UAV position
with reduced uncertainty in the world frame if obstacles are detected and c)
the target location if it is detected by the downward looking camera. The
UAV odometry calculation has an uncertainty that is approximated using a
Gaussian distribution, as in Eq. (3.10). The mean value of this distribution
is the UAV position calculated by the odometry system and the variance is
equal to the error in the odometry calculation. This error is bigger for UAV
positions calculated based only on optical flow sensor and smaller if the AR
tags are detected in any of the obstacles by the front camera.
Eq. (5.3) is used to calculate the xa and ya positions of the UAV.xat+1
yat+1
 =
xat
yat
+
cos(Ψat) − sin(Ψat)
sin(Ψat) cos(Ψat)
Vaft
Valt
∆t (5.3)
If the target is detected by the onboard downward looking camera, the
AR Drone ROS driver provides the target position within the image. This
position is transformed to a position in the world frame.
The field of view (FOV) of the downward looking camera, shown in Fig.
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Reward/Cost Value
Detecting the target 300
Hitting an obstacle −70
Out of region −70
Movement −2
Table 5.2: Summary of rewards and costs in UAV navigation problem.
3.4, is modelled and defined experimentally as follows, the image width de-
pends on the UAV altitude and is defined as wc = zaαw , the image height
is defined as hc = zaαh and there is a shift from the UAV frame to camera
frame that is defined as shift = zaαs, where αh = 0.56, αw = 0.96 and
αs = 0.2256, are intrinsic parameters of the camera and are obtained by
camera calibration and experimental tests.
5.2.5 Reward Function (R)
The objectives of the UAV navigation mission can be represented in the
POMDP using a reward function. The UAV receives a high reward of 300
if it detects the target within the downward looking camera FOV. Hitting
an obstacle or going out of the scenario incurs a penalty of -70 and every
other movement carries a cost of -2. The values of the reward and penalties
were selected based on existing test cases of POMDP problems. This values
were tuned by experimentation on a large number of simulations (≈ 500)
and flight tests (≈ 50). A summary of the reward function values is shown
in table 5.2.
5.2.6 Discount Factor (γ)
A discount factor γ of 0.97 was selected by experimentation on a large number
of simulations (≈ 500) and flight tests (≈ 50) and taking into account the
distance travelled by the UAV in every step at the selected speed and the
size of the flying area.
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5.3 Test cases and Results
Simulation and real flight experiments were conducted for four tests cases
in which the target was located in four different positions, to compare the
performance of ABT and POMCP. A map of the scenario with rectangular
boxes to emulate the obstacles was created as an input to the program using
a text file.
5.3.1 Simulation
Simulation environment
The UAV Navigation formulation was tested in simulation with both solvers,
POMCP and ABT by running each algorithm, using the model dynamics
presented in sections 4.4 and 4.5. The tests used the boost C++ library to
generate random numbers using Gaussian and uniform distributions.
An in-house simulation tool was developed consisting of a characteristic
dynamic model of the UAV that was obtained experimentally using measure-
ments on four controlled states of the UAV, i.e. forward Vaf and lateral Val
velocity, heading angle Ψa and altitude za.
Only step responses are used for the simulation as these are the typical
responses that the UAV will have to the motion commands that are generated
from the POMDP motion planner. The step responses to the four controlled
states (see Fig. 3.3) are discretised and transformed into look-up tables that
are programmed into a black box motion model for the POMDP in C++.
Noise is added to the heading angle as described in Eq.(5.1). The ran-
dom generators approximate Gaussian distributions using the C++ Boost
libraries.
A 3D scene with the map of the scenario is built and visualised using
the RVIZ program that is included with the ROS distribution [81]. The
UAV and target poses are broadcasted as ROS standard messages for frame
transformations (TF). These poses are generated and updated for every time-
step of the POMDP planner. Furthermore, the belief-state is visualised by
generating point clouds for a number of sampled particles for both the UAV
and the target positions.
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Solver Number
of
obstacles
in
scenario
Target
location (x,y,z)
Flight
time to
target (s)
(Simula-
tion)
Flight
time to
target (s)
(Real
Flight)
Success
(No
collision)
% (Real
Flight)
POMCP 5 (5.0, 6.0, 0.15) 14 25 100
4 (2.65,−2.33, 0.15) 20 21 100
ABT 5 (5.0, 6.0, 0.15) 16 25 90
4 (2.65,−2.33, 0.15) 19 27 80
Table 5.3: Simulation and real flight results for ABT and POMCP.
Appendix A.2 describes the values and limits of the parameters used for
the simulation trials.
Simulation settings
The target was placed in four different locations inside the flying area and
the UAV was initially located around (3.0, 0.55, 0.7), with uncertainty in
each of the locations as described by Eq. (3.10). Each target location was
tested in simulation by running POMCP and ABT 100 times. A simulated
3D model of the environment visualises the UAV path in the scenario to
inspect the evolution of the belief-state of the system and for visualising the
UAV position and the target location as clouds of white and red particles,
respectively (Fig. 5.3). Initially the UAV position, represented by the white
particle cloud Fig. 5.3, has an uncertainty around the starting position in
the bottom of the image. The spread of the particles represents the drift
caused by UAV take off and initial hovering. This uncertainty increases as
the UAV flies towards the goal (Fig. 5.4). As the UAV gets closer to one
of the obstacles and detects the AR tag attached to the obstacle with the
front camera, the uncertainty in the UAV position is reduced, as seen in
Fig. 5.5. The UAV then flies towards the target until it detects it, shown
in Fig. 5.6, and the uncertainty in its position is reduced by the knowledge
that it acquires from the position of the target in the image taken by the
downward looking camera.
A summary of the results for the discounted return and the time to detect
the target for each test in simulation and in real flight is shown in table 5.3.
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UAV
Target
Figure 5.3: Initial belief-state for navigation problem using POMCP solver.
Target’s position (red), UAV position (white).
  
UAV
Target
Figure 5.4: Belief-state after some steps. UAV has moved forward.
The results indicate that for all cases in simulation, both POMDP solvers
were able to reach and detect the target in less than 20 seconds. Results also
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UAV
Target
Figure 5.5: UAV in front of obstacle detecting AR tag which reduced the
uncertainty in the belief-state.
  
Target
UAV
Figure 5.6: Target acquired within UAV downward camera FOV.
show that paths produced by ABT are shorter than the ones produced by
POMCP (Fig. 5.7) and (Fig. 5.11). This can also be seen in the flight time
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to detect the target, which is shorter for ABT in three of the four cases, see
table 5.3. In the case of the target located at (5, 6, 0.15), the path computed
by ABT shows that the UAV takes a trajectory flying between the obstacles,
whereas with POMCP the UAV flies over the obstacles to avoid the risk of
collision.
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Figure 5.7: Example of trajectories to target located at (1.0, 3.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
5.3.2 Real Flight Tests
Flight test environment
The navigation mission is tested in a indoor scenario that prevented a GPS
receiver to obtain an accurate signal for localisation, hence, the UAV navi-
gates in a GPS-denied environment in which multiple obstacles are located.
The dimensions of the scenario and the obstacles are included in table A.5.
An approximated map of the scenario is given to the POMDP model as
prior information containing the location and dimensions of the obstacles.
The UAV take off location is also given to the navigation system.
A commercial multirotor UAV, the Parrot AR Drone, is used as the test-
ing platform. The UAV has an onboard embedded system that communicates
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Figure 5.8: Example of trajectories to target located at (1.0, 6.5, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
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Figure 5.9: Example of trajectories to target located at (5.0, 1.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
with a computer connected via WI-FI. The onboard embedded system con-
trols the UAV attitude and hovering relying on onboard sensors. The tech-
nical characteristics of the Parrot AR Drone UAV are included in appendix
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Figure 5.10: Example of trajectories to target located at (5.0, 6.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
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Figure 5.11: Top view of trajectories to Target located at (1.0, 3.0, 0.15)
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
A.3, Table A.3.
An existing ROS driver is used to interface between the onboard UAV
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Figure 5.12: Top view of trajectories to Target located at (1.0, 6.5, 0.15)
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
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Figure 5.13: Top view of trajectories to Target located at (5.0, 1.0, 0.15)
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
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Figure 5.14: Top view of trajectories to Target located at (5.0, 6.0, 0.15)
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red) in simulation.
embedded system and a computer running the modular navigation system
with the POMDP motion planner.
The flight trials were conducted with the target located at different po-
sitions. The mission was tested 10 times for each target location for both
implementations (ABT,POMCP), to compare their performance. Two sce-
narios were compared, one with five obstacles and another with four taller
obstacles with AR tags on each of the obstacles. The AR tags enable the
UAV to reset the uncertainty in the onboard odometry and re-localise, once
the tags are in the FOV of the front camera.
An external motion capture system (VICON) for tracking the pose of the
UAV and target was used not for controlling the UAV but as ground truth
for post processing the UAV and target poses in the scenario. Details of the
VICON system are provided in table A.4.
The UAV has to take off from an initial position and hover for 4 seconds to
initialise its on-board sensors. The forward (pitch) and lateral (roll) velocity
controllers start to actuate when taking off and the altitude controller sets
an initial value for the UAV to hover at 0.7m above ground.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of onboard computed position (black) vs VICON
positioning system (red) without using global source of positioning.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of onboard computed position (black) vs VICON
positioning system (red) resetting the error using AR tags detected by the
onboard front camera
The initial POMDP navigation policy is computed once the UAV is air-
borne and the POMDP module outputs an action after 4s of hovering. The
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system computes a new policy at each step of 1s of duration.
Figure 5.15 shows a comparison of the UAV position estimation performed
by the observation node and using VICON positioning system. Even though
there is an error in the estimated path, the system is robust enough to account
for this drift and is able to find a path using the UAV on-board odometry,
and finds the target without colliding with the obstacles.
The system was also tested incorporating the detection of the obstacles
by the UAV, using AR tags that can be detected by the front camera on-
board the UAV. The inclusion of these tags allow for a more reliable source
of positioning than the onboard odometry. A comparison of the UAV posi-
tion estimation against the VICON system using the AR tags to reduce the
uncertainty is shown in figure 5.16. Results indicate that the system is able
to reduce the uncertainty and the error in the position estimation using AR
tags as beacons in the environment.
Results in table 5.3 indicate that the performance of both POMDP solvers
is affected by real flight conditions and the flight time to detect the target
increases in all the cases. The UAV can accomplish the mission in 100%
of the cases using POMCP for both scenarios, and 85% of the cases using
ABT in real flight, as show in table 5.3. A comparison of the paths flown by
the UAV to four different targets locations produced by POMCP and ABT
algorithms are shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.21.
Figures 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19 show the trajectories taken by the UAV in a
scenario with five obstacles. In this case both solvers show that it is safer to
fly over the obstacles to reach the target. On the other hand, Figure 5.20
shows that the algorithms find a safe route to the target by flying between
obstacles in the scenario with four obstacles. However, in the last case the
UAV flies close to the obstacle first in order to reduce its uncertainty by
detecting the beacon or landmark represented by the AR tag on the obstacle
and then continues flying towards the target.
5.4 Discussion
Implementation of a UAV navigation in cluttered and GPS-denied environ-
ments formulated as an online POMDP is a complex task. Some considera-
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Figure 5.17: Real flight trajectories to target located at (1.0, 3.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
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Figure 5.18: Real flight trajectories to target located at (1.0, 6.5, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
tions should be taken into account for the formulation of the online POMDP
and its implementation through a modular system for real flights.
The first consideration is to perform a thorough analysis of the dynamic
capabilities of the UAV and the design of motion controllers on four decou-
pled states. The design and tuning of these motion controllers takes time,
repeated flight testing, and varies according to UAV specifications. This
step is required for modelling the characteristic response of the UAV, which
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Figure 5.19: Real flight trajectories to target located at (5.0, 6.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
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Figure 5.20: Real flight trajectories to target located at (2.65, -2.33, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
in turn, is used to model the POMDP transition function based on the set
of actions chosen.
The next consideration is to characterise the controllers’ time response
by using system identification software and the data collected from the real
flight tests. The transition function uses this characteristic time response to
calculate the next state of the UAV after performing an action and it is also
used to simulate the performance of UBNAV. This step is also required for
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Figure 5.21: Top view of trajectory to target located at (1.0, 3.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
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Figure 5.22: Top view of trajectory to target located at (1.0, 6.5, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
the implementation of navigation in other path planning algorithms which
require low level motion control that outputs a series of waypoints [1,87,99]
or velocity commands that a lower level motion controller executes [101].
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Figure 5.23: Top view of trajectory to target located at (5.0, 6.0, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
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Figure 5.24: Top view of trajectory to target located at (2.65, -2.33, 0.15),
produced by ABT (black), and POMCP (red).
A third important consideration for a POMDP implementation is the
observation function which models the characteristics, ranges, accuracy, dis-
turbances and noise measurements in the UAV sensors. Having an exact
knowledge of all these characteristics is not always possible, but some ap-
proximations can be made. If a camera is used as one of the sensors, then
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camera calibration and a model for the FOV that depends on the UAV alti-
tude is needed. Several flight tests measuring the drift in the initial hovering
and the yaw angle measurements are needed in order to approximate the
model using Gaussian distributions.
A fourth consideration is the discount factor γ that is used to balance
the importance of actions during the planning stage. Selecting a discount
factor of 1 means that there is no discount applied to the return received after
performing an action, which in turn gives the same importance to actions that
are executed in the short term and in the long term. Conversely, assigning a
value much lower than 1 discounts the return for actions executed in the long
term and in turn, gives more importance to short term actions. The discount
factor was selected by testing in 100 MonteCarlo simulations with values for
the discount factor ranging from 0.95 to 1, taking into account that the UAV
should not collide with obstacles (short term goal) and should also reach and
detect the target (long term goal).
Finally, the reward function (R) was tuned by performing multiple Mon-
teCarlo simulations. Values of the reward and penalties were tuned focusing
first in reaching the primary goal which is to detect the target. Afterwards,
values of penalties for colliding with obstacles and going out of the flying area
were tuned by fixing the reward for reaching the goal and running multiple
simulations with different values for the penalty. Finally, in order for the
UAV to choose shorter paths, values in the interval [0,20] for motion penalty
were tested running multiple simulations.
5.5 Conclusions
A UAV navigation and target detection mission in GPS denied and clut-
tered environments was formulated and implemented as an online POMDP.
The mission described in this chapter is subject to uncertainty in sensor per-
ception and UAV and target localisation. The online POMDP formulation
enabled the full navigation and target detecting missions using a low cost
platform with only on-board sensors in GPS-denied environments and in the
presence of obstacles. No additional equipment such LIDAR sensors were
used in the implementation of the UAV navigation mission.
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The UAV navigation mission was formulated as a POMDP using contin-
uous state variables. This novel approach was possible due to the inclusion
of the motion control response for different actions as a black box simulator
into the transition function. This approach avoids an explicit representation
of the transition probabilities for each of the state variables which would be
something intractable in this type of UAV mission. The transition function
also include an stochastic component to approximate the drift and deviations
in the heading angle and in the visual odometry computation. This stochastic
component was modelled using Gaussian probability distributions.
The system executes a set of holonomic actions instead of a classic way-
point approach for navigating. This approach facilitates the execution of the
motion planning by modelling the UAV dynamics as a decoupled system with
a set of actions that are executed by a motion control system in four states
of the UAV. These actions are based on the time response of the motion
controllers of the UAV.The system also allows for selecting the planning
time in an on-line POMDP solver for a UAV navigation mission, taking into
account the duration of the actions.
Experimental results show that the system is robust to overcome un-
certainties that are present during a flight mission in an GPS-denied and
cluttered environment. The formulated online motion planner guides the
UAV towards regions where it can localise better and reduce the uncertainty
in localisation of both the UAV and the goal target by detecting landmarks
in the scenario. Results indicate that the system successfully finds a path
on-line for the UAV to navigate to a location where it could detect a target
with its onboard downward looking camera without colliding with obstacles
in 100% of the time for simulation and 92.5% of the time in 100 real flight
trials.
The system has also the potential to be used in an outdoor environment
with additional perception information by modelling a Global Positioning
System (GPS) where the uncertainty can be introduced depending on the
resolution and the quality of the GPS module.
The next chapter builds upon these results for a more challenging mission
where not only the UAV has to navigate in a GPS-denied and cluttered envi-
ronment but also has to search a target whose location is unknown avoiding
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collisions into obstacles.
Chapter 6
UAV Target Finding in
Cluttered and GPS-Denied
Environments
6.1 Overview
This chapter increases the complexity of the UAV navigation problem and
presents a UAV navigation and target finding problem in which the planned
trajectory has to be recalculated after every iteration in order to account for
uncertainties in motion and in low cost sensors in an indoor environment with
obstacles. The target is on the ground but its location within the flying area is
unknown and the UAV has to search and find it. Calculations to account for
a large number of possible sequences of actions and states of the vehicle in the
scenario is desirable but they must be done within a limited time depending
on the system dynamics. In order to cope with the uncertainty in the target’s
location, the formulation, implementation and testing of this mission was
done using the Adaptive Belief Tree (ABT) [55]. This algorithm was selected
based on its capacity to handle a large number of possible observations that
result from a larger uncertainty in the target’s location. ABT can model the
observations using a dynamic approach in which the number of observations
does not have to be fixed as a constant value as opposed to POMCP [5]. The
formulation, implementation and testing in simulation and flight of the UAV
Target Finding mission under uncertainty is presented in this chapter.
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6.2 Problem Description and Formulation
The framework presented in chapter 3 was tested for target finding missions
in a scenario in which a multi-rotor unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) flying in
a 3D confined space without access to external GPS localisation and in the
presence of obstacles must search and find a ground target which location is
unknown [102]. The aircraft is flying within a limited region of the airspace
of size (x = 6, y = 7, z = 4)m. An example setup and this confined flying
space is shown in Fig. 6.1. In the figure there are 5 obstacles inside the flying
space that must be avoided.
The multi-rotor starts the mission from the ground. After take off, it
hovers for a few seconds to initialise its orientation with readings from its
on-board sensors. There is some initial drift produced in this initial hover-
ing position which causes a small uncertainty in the initial position of the
UAV which must be considered in the motion plan to avoid collisions with
obstacles.
  
UAV
Target
Obstacles
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Figure 6.1: Example of real scenario for Navigation and Target Finding
The problem is formulated as a POMDP that has the following elements:
the state of the aircraft in the environment (S), the set of actions that the
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multi-rotor can execute (A), the transition function describing the state tran-
sition after applying a specific action (T ), the observation model that rep-
resents the sensed state of the aircraft after taking an action (O), and the
reward and cost function (R).
6.2.1 State Variables (S)
The state variables considered in the POMDP formulation are the quad-
rotor pose Pr = (xr, yr, zr,Ψr), the target pose Pt = (xt, yt, zt,Ψt) and the
aircraft’s velocity Vr, all measured in the world frame. The aircraft velocity
can be decomposed into two components in the aircraft’s frame, forward
velocity Vrf and lateral velocity Vrl .
6.2.2 Actions (A)
The quad-copter can actuate in 4 degrees of freedom. By changing its pitch
angle, it moves forward or backward; changing its roll angle allows it to move
to left or right; its heading is controlled by its yaw angle and it can change
its altitude by varying the thrust to its motors at the same time.
The set of actions was created to account for movements in all four degrees
of freedom and consists of 13 actions. An action to keep the aircraft static, i.e.
Vr = 0 m/s; two actions to go forward and backward, with current heading
angle Ψr, lateral velocity Vrl = 0 m/s, and forward velocity, Vrf = 0.6 m/s
and Vrf = −0.6 m/s, respectively. Six actions to change the heading angle
to turn the multi-rotor to left or right with increments of 15◦, at a constant
forward speed of 0.6m/s. Actions Up and Down, increase or decrease altitude
in 0.3 m, respectively, with aircraft’s velocity fixed at 0 m/s, and two actions
to roll left and right with with current heading angle Ψr and Vrf = 0 m/s,
at constant speed, of Vrl = 0.6 m/s and Vrf = −0.6 m/s, respectively. The
set of actions is summarised in table 6.1.
6.2.3 Transition Function (T)
The motion of the quad-rotor is based on the set of actions described in table
6.1. These actions are in fact, step inputs or references to a controller in each
of the four DOF. This allows to incorporate step responses, that are acquired
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Action a Forward
velocity
Vrf (m/s)
Lateral
velocity
Vrl (m/s)
Heading
change
∆Ψa (
◦)
Altitude
change
∆za (m)
Forward 0.6 0 0 0
Backward −0.6 0 0 0
Steer 15 0.6 0 15 0
Steer 30 0.6 0 30 0
Steer 45 0.6 0 45 0
Steer -15 0.6 0 −15 0
Steer -30 0.6 0 −30 0
Steer -45 0.6 0 −45 0
Up 0 0 0 0.3
Down 0 0 0 −0.3
Hover 0 0 0 0
Roll left 0 0.6 0 0
Roll right −0.6 0 0 0
Table 6.1: Summary of UAV actions for Target Finding and Tracking mission
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experimentally, into the kinematic model of the aircraft using a decoupled
model.
The kinematic model is described in equations (6.1) to (6.2). The next
aircraft position is calculated by obtaining the change in position taking into
account the system step responses, the initial and requested values for state
variables and the action execution step time. A transformation from the
aircraft’s frame to the world frame is also calculated in these equations.
The orientation of the aircraft is determined by its heading angle Ψr. The
uncertainty in motion is included in the system by adding a small deviation to
the heading angle σa using a normal probability distribution with mean value
equal to the desired heading and restricted to the range −2.0◦ < σa < 2.0◦,
which represents the uncertainty in the yaw angle when executed by the
control system.

∆xrt
∆yrt
∆zrt
 =

cos(Ψrt + σrt) − sin(Ψrt + σrt) 0
sin(Ψrt + σrt) cos(Ψrt + σrt) 0
0 0 1


Vrft∆t
Vrlt∆t
∆zr
 (6.1)

xrt+1
yrt+1
zrt+1
 =

xrt
yrt
zrt
+

∆xrt
∆yrt
∆zrt
 (6.2)
Where xrt , yrt and zrt are the x, y and z aircraft coordinates at time t,
Vrft and Vrlt are forward and lateral velocities in the quad-rotor’s frame at
time t, and Ψrt and σrt are heading and heading deviation at time t.
A Gaussian probability distribution was used to model the uncertainty
after take off, Eq. (3.10) ,with mean value µ around the take off position for
the xr and yr UAV coordinates to model the uncertainty in the initial UAV
position.
6.2.4 Observation Model (O)
An observation for the POMDP model for this problem is composed of a) the
estimated quad-rotor position in the world frame and b) the target’s pose if
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it is detected by the downward looking camera. The UAV odometry reading
whose uncertainty is approximated by generating a position for the UAV to
be inside a cell of size (xB, yB, zB). A typical cell size is (1, 1, 1)m. The size of
this box, i.e. the amount of uncertainty in the measurement, can be changed
and it is set as a parameter in the framework.
If the target is detected by the onboard downward looking camera, the
AR Drone ROS driver provides the target position within the image. This
position is transformed to a position in the world frame.
6.2.5 Downward Camera Field of View
The field of view (FOV) of the downward looking camera, shown in Fig. 3.4
is modelled experimentally by repeated testing. This model is included in
the observation model by equations (6.3), (6.5) and (6.4). The area covered
by the UAV and camera field of view is proportional to the altitude, the UAV
is flying at.
hc = zr ∗ αh (6.3)
wc = zr ∗ αw (6.4)
shift = zr ∗ αs (6.5)
Where αh = 0.56, αw = 0.96 and αs = 0.2256, values are obtained by real
flight tests.
The downward looking camera is positioned towards the rear of the quad-
copter, causing a shift in the FOV in the −x direction in the UAV frame.
When the target is detected the AR Drone ROS driver provides the posi-
tion of target in the image frame, shown in black in Fig. 3.4. The target
coordinates in the image are xTc , yTc .
6.2.6 Rewards and Cost Function (R)
The values of the reward and cost functions were selected as a result of
tuning the system to resemble existing test cases for state of the art POMDP
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Reward/Cost Value
Detecting the target 300
Hitting an obstacle (−)70
Out of region (−)70
Movement (−)5
Table 6.2: Summary of the reward and cost function for the Target finding
and tracking mission.
problems. This values had to be tuned by experimentation in simulated
environments. The aircraft receives a high reward of 300 if it detects the
target within the downwards looking camera field of view. Hitting an obstacle
or going out of the scenario incur a penalty of 70 and every other movement
will carry a cost of 5. A summary of the reward and cost function is shown
in table 6.2.
6.3 Test cases and Results
6.3.1 Simulation
A simulation study was conducted to explore the influence that the planning
horizon length has in the quality of the solution. Four different lengths
of planning horizon were tested by simulating the mission 100 times per
each horizon. Results indicate that the system spends in average about
64s to find a target within the confined space described. The results also
indicate that for this particular problem the obtained accumulated discounted
return, in average, increases for longer planning horizons. These results are
important because they indicate that there is an optimal planning horizon for
a specific POMDP formulated problem. The selected planning horizon affects
the quality of the solution and this is a parameter can be tuned in order
to increase the performance of the POMDP solver according to a specific
problem.
Figure 6.2 shows the belief-state after the UAV has explored the scenario,
the knowledge that the system has of the target location (red particles) im-
proves after exploration. Notice how the uncertainty is reduced in the areas
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UCB Planning
horizon
Flight time
to target (s)
(Number of
steps)
Discounted
return
300 25 65 −53
300 35 65 −49
300 45 64 −46
300 55 62 −36
Table 6.3: Simulation results for target finding problem
that were already covered by the camera FOV. Figure 6.3 shows the belief-
state after the mission is accomplished by finding the target and its location
is extracted from the image by transforming its position to world frame.
Figure 6.2: Example of a trajectory for UAV (black) in simulation. Red
particles represent Knowledge of Target location and white particles represent
UAV location. The UAV is exploring the scenario.
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Particle depletion
The POMDP algorithm represents the uncertainty in each of the states using
particles. The whole set of particles at a particular moment is the belief-state
of the process. The online POMDP algorithm updates the belief-state after
every time-step based on the observation received from the observation mod-
ule. The number of particles in the belief-state decreases as there are multiple
observations that could result after executing an action. A solution to the
particle depletion problem is to incorporate more particles that correspond
to this belief state. Two different methods were used in this research to
incorporate particles into the belief state.
Figure 6.3 shows the trajectory for the UAV until it finds the target. It
can be seen that the UAV searches some places more than once. This is due
to the method for particle incorporation used. In this method some particles
are reincorporated with the target located in previously visited places by the
UAV. This is done in order to allow for uncertainty where there are faults
in the target detection system. However, this method has the drawback of
producing longer paths and the UAV will search some locations several times.
A second method was tested in simulation which produced shorter tra-
jectories, such in Fig. 6.4. In this method, particles that do not match the
observation are rejected and thus all the particles that have the target located
under the UAV downward camera FOV are discarded. As a result, shorter
paths are produced but this relies on the assumption that the UAV target
detection system is perfect.
6.3.2 Real Flight
The target finding mission was tested in a real scenario in which the quad-
copter has to take off from an initial position and hover for 4 seconds to
initialise its on-board sensors. The forward (pitch) and lateral (roll) velocity
controllers start to actuate when taking off and the altitude controller sets
an initial value of 0.7m above ground.
Fig. 6.6 shows the evolution of the belief-state in the POMDP model with
the particles represented by point clouds. Fig. 6.5 shows the initial belief-
state where the target location (red particles) is unknown and the particles
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Figure 6.3: Trajectory of UAV after searching and founding a ground target.
The white and red particle clouds represent the uncertainty in the UAV and
target position respectively. The red cloud is concentrated only around the
target position.
  
Target
UAV
Figure 6.4: Example of a trajectory for UAV (black) in simulation. All the
particles that do not correspond to the observation are discarded in the belief
update.
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are distributed all over the ground in the flying area. A uniform distribution
for x and y coordinates and z = 0.15m is used to generate the target initial
location in the model. The UAV location is represented by the white particles
around coordinates (3.0, 0.5, 0.7) and using a Gaussian distribution for x and
y coordinates as described in Eq. (3.10). Once the UAV starts moving
searching the target, the belief-state in the POMDP model updates according
to the observations received. It can be seen that once the UAV flies over a
region where it does not detect the target by the downward looking camera,
the belief-state is updated and the uncertainty is reduced (Fig. 6.6). Places
with no red particles indicate that UAV has searched, and the target is not
there, the update takes into account the field of view model of the downward
looking camera, so that flying at higher altitudes increases the field of view.
Once the target is detected, the belief-state is updated and the target’s
position in the world frame is transformed from its position within the image
(Fig. 6.7). A typical image of the target detected by the UAV is shown in
Fig. 6.8.
Figure 6.5: Initial belief-state of the UAV and target represented by parti-
cles for UAV (white) and target (red) location. Uncertainty in the target’s
location is seen uniformly distributed all over the ground (red particles).
In order to have comprehensive test results, the target was placed at four
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Figure 6.6: Uncertainty in target’s location (red particles) gets reduced as a
result of UAV exploration.
Figure 6.7: The target is found and the red particles match represent the
found target location as a result of the camera detection and coordinate
transformation.
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Figure 6.8: Image from the downward looking camera onboard the UAV
showing the found target.
different location for the UAV to search and find it. Figures 6.9, 6.10, 6.11
and 6.12 show the trajectories that the UAV flew in order to detect the target
by its downward looking camera. The paths indicate the policy taken by the
UAV, and shows that the system takes paths that are safe, avoiding hitting
and obstacle by flying above them which also allows to have a bigger FOV.
The system is also avoiding the space boundaries and prefers to fly closer to
the center of the flying area.
The paths also illustrates the capabilities of the holonomic set of actions
in the problem formulation. In all the paths shown in Figs. 6.9 to 6.12
the UAV ascends to have a bigger field of view, but keeps itself below the
maximum altitude limit (4m). It also takes advantage of the hover action in
order to allow some settling time hovering in a position without moving. This
might make paths look long and complex but allows the UAV to have some
time at zero speed for acquiring better quality images with its downward
looking camera.
Table 7.4 shows that when the target is located further from the initial
UAV location, the number of steps to find it increases more than double,
than when it is near the take off position. This is due to the fact that the
UAV knowledge of the target’s location has less uncertainty in regions near
the initial UAV location due to the initial exploration.
Success rate was obtained for each of the target’s locations by running
the tests for 10 times (Table 7.4). The results indicate that success rate is
proportional to the number of steps the UAV takes to find the target. For
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Target’s
location
(x, y, z)
Success
rate (%)
Flight
time to
target (s)
(Number
of steps)
Discounted
return
(5.0, 1.0, 0.15) 90 78 −95
(5.0, 6.0, 0.15) 60 124 −148
(1.0, 6.5, 0.15) 70 146 −157
(1.0, 3.0, 0.15) 100 40 60
Table 6.4: Real flight results for Target finding problem
longer missions the uncertainty in the UAV localisation increases over time,
increasing the difficulty to find the target and decreases the success rate.
Overall, the system was able to find the target in average in 80% of the
attempts.
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Figure 6.9: *Target located at (1.0, 3.0, 0.15). -UAV trajectory from take off
until target is found.
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Figure 6.10: *Target located at (1.0, 6.5, 0.15). -UAV trajectory from take
off until target is found. *Target position.
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Figure 6.11: *Target located at (5.0, 1.0, 0.15). -UAV trajectory from take
off until target is found.
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Figure 6.12: *Target located at (5.0, 6.0, 0.15). -UAV trajectory from take
off until target is found.
6.4 Conclusions
A target finding mission in GPS-denied and cluttered environments was for-
mulated and implemented as online POMDP. This implementation models
the mission state-space as continuous and uses a set of actions that takes
advantage of the holonomic capabilities of a quadrotor UAV.
The formulation modelled the target location uncertainty using a uniform
distribution to represent the initial belief that the target could be anywhere
on the ground within the scenario. Gaussian probability distributions were
used in order to approximate the location in the UAV after take off and the
drift in time of the measured heading angle and visual odometry.
A larger set of actions was implemented including six new actions to
change of the heading in order to allow the UAV to have different views with
its onboard camera of the scenario. Although this larger set of actions rep-
resents an increase in the complexity of the calculation of the motion policy,
it also enables the UAV to have different view angles of a scene allowing to
cover more area within the field of view of its onboard camera.
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The modelling of the downward looking camera FOV and the target de-
tection system was presented as well as the transformation needed to extract
the target location coordinates once it is detected. This models were inte-
grated into the observations functions in order for the POMDP to calculate
the motion commands needed to guide the UAV to explore the scenario with
the aim of finding the target on the ground. In addition, a prediction of the
observations was incorporated based on the current and next states in order
to compensate for the time spent by the POMDP algorithm, updating the
policy and calculating the next action.
The UAV climbs in order to increase the FOV of the downward looking
camera. This increases the chance of detecting the target and consequently
it reduces the time for the UAV to find the target. Shorter missions reduce
the energy consumption and thus the best strategy for the UAV would be
to ascend in order to rapidly detect the ground target. Even though not
included in the simulation or flight test, it is possible to model a maximum
ceiling and account for it in the reward function.
Simulations results showed that the system was able to find the target in
100% of the episodes for four different target locations. Moreover, this target
finding mission was tested in flight and the UAV was able to find the target
in average of 80% of the time.
The complexity of the target finding problem described in this chapter
is increased further in the next chapter for problems in which the target
is mobile and its initial location is unknown. The next chapter explores
this challenging scenario and explores different modes for calculating and
predicting the target trajectory in order to find it, track its motion and
follow it.

Chapter 7
UAV Target Tracking and
Following in Cluttered and
GPS-Denied Environments
7.1 Overview
This chapter presents a POMDP formulation that models a UAV mission
in which a ground mobile target has to be found and its motion should be
tracked in order for a UAV to follow it in an indoor scenario with obstacles.
This mission is modelled using continuous state representation for the posi-
tion and orientation of the quad-copter UAV in a 3D scenario and a planar
position and orientation for the target moving on the ground.
The system uses a POMDP solver algorithm for calculating a policy of
actions that has to be updated after every iteration in order to account for
uncertainties in UAV motion and sensing in an indoor environment with
obstacles.
Three different modes for the target motion are considered varying the
degree of stochastic motion as an approach to consider real scenarios in which
the behaviour of the target is unknown. Finally, results of these three types
of mobile target motion are shown in simulation and flight test in a real
scenario using a toy car as the target.
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7.2 Problem Description and Formulation
There are certain scenarios in which a UAV has high uncertainty in its locali-
sation due to GPS signal occlusion. Additionally, there are structures and/or
objects in the airspace that must be avoided and the UAV has to rely in its
on-board sensors to localise itself. Examples for such scenarios are urban
search and rescue missions or marine vessel inspections, where UAVs can
provide visual information about defects and corrosions [103]. This type of
scenarios present a challenge due to the uncertainties that are inherent to the
perception and motion systems used by the UAV. An additional challenge is
presented when a target must be found and followed due to the uncertainty
in the target’s motion.
The target finding and tracking mission consists on a quad-copter UAV
flying in a 3D space without access to external GPS localisation and in the
presence of obstacles must search and find a ground moving target, and follow
it for at least 10 s. Figure 7.1 shows the flying environment, the target, the
obstacles and the UAV. The target starting location is uncertain. It can start
moving from four possible zones. The target moves on the ground using one
of three different modes which are explained in section 7.2.3.
After take off, the UAV hovers for a few seconds to initialise its orien-
tation with readings from its on-board sensors. There is some initial drift
produced in this initial hovering position and a normal probability distribu-
tion with mean value around the take off position is used to model this initial
uncertainty.
As previously indicated in section 5.2, the UAV navigation system needs
an alternative source of localisation in order to reduce the growing error over
time due to the uncertainty in the sensing or the heading angle and the visual
odometry calculation error. In order to solve this problem, landmarks are
introduced into the scenario. Each of the obstacles has a label which is used
as a landmark. In this case, an augmented reality (AR) tag that can be
detected by the front camera (see Fig. 7.1) is used. A program that runs
in the ground station, constantly monitors the video feed to detect the AR
tags. Once the UAV’s front camera faces the AR tag, the AR program gives
an accurate estimation of the UAV position with respect to the obstacle. A
frame transformation is then calculated in order to obtain the UAV pose in
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Figure 7.1: Target Finding and Tracking scenario
the world frame and reset the error in the localisation.
The detection of the landmarks on the obstacles using the front camera
is modelled in the POMDP Target Tracking formulation, so that the motion
planning incorporates sequences of actions to guide the UAV towards the
landmarks in order to reduce the uncertainty in the UAV localisation.
The problem is formulated as a POMDP that has the following elements:
the state of the aircraft in the environment (S), the set of actions that the
multi-rotor can execute (A), the transition function describing the state tran-
sition after applying a specific action (T ), the observation model that rep-
resents the sensed state of the aircraft after taking an action (O), and the
reward and cost function (R).
7.2.1 State Variables (S)
The state variables considered in the POMDP formulation are the quad-rotor
pose Pr = (xr, yr, zr,Ψr), the target pose Pt = (xt, yt,Ψt), target forward
velocity Vt and the UAV’s velocity Vr, all measured in the world frame.
The aircraft velocity can be decomposed into two components in the UAV’s
frame, forward velocity Vrf and lateral velocity Vrl .
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Action a Forward
velocity
Vrf m/s
Lateral
velocity
Vrl m/s
Heading
change
∆Ψa
◦
Altitude
change
∆zr m
Hover 0 0 0 0
Forward 0.6 0 0 0
Backward −0.6 0 0 0
Up 0 0 0 0.3
Down 0 0 0 −0.3
Roll left 0 0.6 0 0
Roll right 0 −0.6 0 0
Table 7.1: Summary of quad-rotor actions in Target Finding and Tracking
mission
7.2.2 Actions (A)
The multi-copter actions are designed to take advantage of the four PID
controllers, thus the UAV can actuate in four state variables: forward Vrf
and lateral Vrl velocities, heading angle Ψr and altitude zr.
The set of actions consists of 7 actions as shown in table 7.1. An action
to keep the aircraft hovering, i.e. Vr = 0 m/s; two actions to go forward and
backward, with current heading angle Ψr, lateral velocity Vrl = 0 m/s, and
forward velocity, Vrf = 0.6 m/s and Vrf = −0.6 m/s, respectively. Actions
Up and Down, increase or decrease altitude zr in 0.3 m, respectively, with
multi-rotor velocity fixed at 0 m/s, and two actions to roll left and right with
current heading angle Ψr and forward velocity at Vrf = 0 m/s, and lateral
velocity at Vrl = ±0.6 m/s, respectively.
7.2.3 Transition Function (T)
The transition function (T ) is based on the set of actions described in ta-
ble 7.1. These actions are step inputs or references to the four states con-
trollers. This allows to incorporate step responses, that are acquired experi-
mentally, into the kinematic model of the aircraft using a decoupled model.
The kinematic model is described by equations (7.1) and (7.2). The next
multi-rotor position is calculated by obtaining the change in position taking
into account the system step responses, the initial and requested values for
state variables and the action execution step time. A transformation from
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the aircraft’s frame to the world frame is also calculated in these equations.
The orientation of the aircraft is determined by its heading angle Ψr. The
uncertainty in motion is included in the system by adding a small deviation
to the heading angle σr using a normal probability distribution with mean
value equal to the desired heading and within the range −2.0◦ < σa < 2.0◦,
which represents the uncertainty in the yaw angle when executed by the
control system.

∆xrt
∆yrt
∆zrt
 =

cos(Ψrt + σrt) − sin(Ψrt + σrt) 0
sin(Ψrt + σrt) cos(Ψrt + σrt) 0
0 0 1


Vrft∆t
Vrlt∆t
∆zr
 (7.1)

xrt+1
yrt+1
zrt+1
 =

xrt
yrt
zrt
+

∆xrt
∆yrt
∆zrt
 (7.2)
Where xrt , yrt and zrt are the x, y and z aircraft coordinates at time t,
Vrft and Vrlt are forward and lateral velocities in the quad-rotor’s frame at
time t, and Ψrt and σrt are heading and heading deviation at time t.
The target’s motion is described by equations 7.3 and 7.4 . The formu-
lation uses a model in which the target’s velocity VTt has an uncertainty
around an average value µ = 0.5m/s, after measuring its speed in the real
scenario. The target motion is modelled using three different modes: 1)Loop
clockwise around the whole flying area. 2)Loop clockwise around half of the
flying area. 3)Continue with same heading with a 50% probability and 50%
chance of changing its orientation to the opposite direction of the UAV in
order to go away from it.
xTt+1 = xTt + VTt cos(ΨTt)∆t (7.3)
yTt+1 = yTt + VTt sin(ΨTt)∆t (7.4)
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7.2.4 Observation Model (O)
An observation is composed of the UAV position in the world frame, the tar-
get’s position if it is detected by the downward looking camera and whether
or not an AR tag is detected by the front camera. The system receives an
odometry reading from the perception module with an uncertainty that is
caused by the accumulating error and drift in the yaw angle reading. This
uncertainty is represented by adding noise UAV position using a gaussian
distribution as in equation (3.10), with mean value µ around the perceived
position and standard deviation σ = 0.5m .
This uncertainty can be reduced, i.e. σ = 0.05m if the UAV flies in front
of an obstacle where it can detect an AR tag an can reset the error inherent
to the odometry and onboard sensors.
If the target is detected by the onboard downward looking camera, the
detection system provides the target position within the image. This position
is transformed to a position in the world frame. A model of the downward
camera field of view is also included in order to extract the target pose in
the world frame from the target’s position and orientation in the image.
In order for ABT to verify if two observations are equal, a function is
included in the code. For two observations to be equal the euclidean dis-
tance between the UAV position of both observations should be less than
a threshold value that represent the error in the odometry system and the
boolean variable that indicates whether a target has been found should have
the same value on both observations.
Obs1 = Obs2 if ‖PrObs1 − PrObs2‖ ≤  (7.5)
and TOObs1 = TOObs2 (7.6)
where PrObs1 is the quadrotor position in observation 1 and TOObs1 is the
variable that indicates whether a target has been found in observation 1.
7.2.5 Rewards and Cost Function (R)
The multi-rotor receives a high reward if it detects the target within the
downwards looking camera field of view. Hitting an obstacle or going out
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Reward/Cost Value
Detecting the target 500
Hitting an obstacle −70
Out of region −70
Movement −10
Table 7.2: Summary of the reward and cost function for the Target finding
and tracking mission.
of the scenario incur a penalty and every other movement will carry a small
cost with the purpose of generating shorter sequences of actions and thus
shorter paths. A summary of the reward and cost function is shown in table
7.2. The values of the reward and cost functions were selected as a result of
tuning the system to be able to accomplish the mission faster.
7.3 Test cases
7.4 Results
Simulation and real flight tests were conducted in order to analyse the per-
formance of the framework for these type of problems.
7.4.1 Simulation
The target finding and tracking with UAV mission was tested in simulation
for 100 runs per each of the three cases shown in table 7.3 to get an average
for the discounted return, the number of steps and the success to accomplish
the mission with a maximum of 120 steps which corresponds to 2 min flight
time.
Simulation results indicate that the system is able to find a target and
follow it for all three cases. If the target behaviour is mostly deterministic
as in the two first cases, small loop and big loop the return is higher and
the number of steps to accomplish the mission is lower. On the other hand,
when the uncertainty in the target’s behaviour increases the system takes
more steps to accomplish the mission.
In Figure 7.2, point clouds are used to visualise the distribution of the
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Target’s
mode
(x, y, z)
Success
rate (%)
Flight time
to target (s)
(Number of
steps)
Discounted
return
Small loop 100 27 1840
Big loop 100 43 1023
Target
escaping
100 93 103
Table 7.3: Simulation results for Target tracking problem
belief-state particles representing the target and UAV locations. The target
starts moving from four possible locations. The UAV is initially located at
coordinates (−2.9, 0, 0.0) and takes off and hovers for some seconds which
increases the uncertainty in its position, seen as white particles in Fig. 7.2.
In Fig. 7.3 the UAV detects an AR tag on an obstacle with its front camera
and as a result its position uncertainty is reduced (see white particles). The
UAV also hovers over the target trajectory anticipating the target motion in
order to detect with its onboard downward looking camera.
Oncer the target is detected the UAV follows it, see Fig. 7.4 and finally
after following the target for at least 10 seconds the mission finishes (Fig. 7.5).
The target starting position is unknown, however, the system knows that
it can start from four possible locations as shown in Fig. 7.2. The UAV
POMDP formulation knows the target motion modes in advance and plans
for the UAV to fly towards a landmark in order to reduce its localisation un-
certainty. Once the landmark is found, the UAV ascends in order to increase
the FOV of the downward camera. The POMDP planner commands the
UAV to hover and to wait around the same position because it has a model
of the target motion and realises that eventually the target will pass below
the camera FOV so that it can detect it. This has the effect of reducing the
uncertainty in target localisation. This planned behaviour can be seen in the
flight test trials in Fig. 7.6.
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Figure 7.2: Initial belief state. The target location is uncertain and is rep-
resented by the red particles, distributed into four main clusters (possible
starting positions).
  
UAV position
Target position
Figure 7.3: Belief-state after some steps. The target is moving describing a
monotonic trajectory and the UAV hovers over the target’s trajectory.
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Figure 7.4: After detecting the target, the UAV predicts the target motion
and follows it flying above it.
  
Target position
UAV position
Figure 7.5: The mission is finishes after the UAV has followed the target for
at least 10 seconds.
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Target’s mode
(x, y, z)
Success
rate (%)
Flight time
to target (s)
(Number of
steps)
Discounted
return
Small loop 90 48 893
Big loop 85 57 486
Target escaping 55 107 54
Table 7.4: Real flight results for Target tracking problem
7.4.2 Real Flight Tests
Real flight tests were conducted to explore the performance of the system
under real conditions. The experiments were conducted using a low cost
commercial platform, the Parrot AR Drone, with four obstacles, Fig. 7.1.
Real flight tests were conducted 20 times for each of the target modes.
Table 7.4 shows that the system successfully completes the mission 90% of
the times for the small loop and 80% for the bigger loop. On the other hand,
the system has more difficulty finding a mobile target that is trying to escape
and completes the mission 55% of the times.
An example of the paths followed by the UAV and target is shown in
Fig. 7.6, in this case the UAV flies first near an obstacle to reduce the uncer-
tainty in its position and then it ascends to have a wider FOV and detects
the target. Afterwards, the UAV follows the target until it detects for 10
times and finishes the mission.
The system is also able to reacquire the target if the target goes out of
the field of view of the camera. The POMDP formulation makes the system
robust to predict the target’s next possible location and navigate towards it
to detect it. This situation is shown in Fig. 7.6. It can be seen that the UAV
was able to find, detect and track the target in a real flight scenario.
7.5 Conclusions
This chapter presented the formulation of a target finding, tracking and fol-
lowing mission with low cost UAVs using POMDP in GPS-Denied and clut-
tered environments. Simulation and flight test results are also presented
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Figure 7.6: Real flight UAV trajectory (black) and Target trajectory (orange)
after using the framework described in chapter 3. Results show the ability of
the framework and the formulated mission to enable a low cost quad-copter
UAV to find, detect and track a target flying within a confined space using
an onboard downwards looking camera and in the presence of obstacles.
The mission was formulated so that the framework outputs actions instead
of waypoints, and only relies on on-board sensors for localisation of both, the
UAV and the Target. This allows modelling the system’s dynamics using
the motion controller responses for each decoupled state, in this case forward
and lateral velocities, altitude and yaw angle.
The formulation includes the targets position, heading and velocity as
variables in a continuous state space. It also models the target motion with
kinematic equations in which the target velocity and heading have an stochas-
tic component.
The approach presented for tracking a mobile target deals with a chal-
lenging problem in which the target behaviour must be predicted. The target
used for experimentation is remotely driven by a person and its motion is
affected by the ground surface which creates uncertainty and represents a
real scenario. The observations in the online POMDP formulation are mod-
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elled to include an estimation of the target’s position and heading once it is
detected by the onboard camera in order to predict the target’s motion.
Three modes were used to model the target motion due to different target
behaviours. Two modes describe a target moving in a paths around obstacles
in a loop fashion. In these two modes the target’s motion mostly deterministic
with small deviations in its speed to account for the uncertainty in the toy
car speed. Another mode includes a more random behaviour in which the
target tries to escape in the opposite direction of the UAV 50% of the time.
Simulation results show that the UAV is able to find and track the target
in 100% of the cases. The UAV takes more than double the time to accom-
plish the mission for the target escaping mode than the big loop mode and
almost three times the time needed for the small loop mode.
Results in flight tests show that the UAV is able to find, track and follow
a target in a real scenario with an 85% success rate when the target’s motion
model is mostly deterministic, such as in first two loop modes. The system is
capable of following a target when it is pursued by UAV in 55% of the cases.
In the successful cases, if the previously found target gets out of the camera
field of view, the system can predict the target’s motion and guide the UAV
toward the target to capture its position with its onboard camera.
The difference in the success rate of the missions tested on the simulated
scenario compared with the real one can be explained by the large uncertainty
in the target motion which is much more difficult to predict in real scenarios.
The next chapter will present the conclusions about this research. It will
describe the main considerations that must be followed in order to implement
challenging missions under uncertainty using online POMDPs. Furthermore,
the next chapter will highlight the main contributions of the developed frame-
work and formulated missions as well as future research that can be carried
out to increase the functionality of the developed framework.

Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future
Research
8.1 Overview
This chapter discusses the considerations, conclusions and contributions of
this research and presents suggestions for future research. First, a summary
of the main outcomes and contributions of the research is presented. Second,
the contributions of this thesis towards addressing the research questions are
described in detail for the development of the framework as well as for the
exploration of methods for adjusting the planning horizon. Third, conclusions
and considerations for the formulation and implementation of three different
types of UAV missions with multiple sources of uncertainty are also discussed
in detail. Finally, recommendations and suggestions for further research are
presented.
8.2 Research Summary
This research presented a novel framework with methods and systems for
formulating, implementing and executing UAV missions under uncertainty
in GPS-denied and cluttered environments modelled as sequential decision
processes under uncertainty using online POMDPs.
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8.3 Addressing Research Questions
The main findings of this research are summarised taking into account their
contributions to solve the five research questions formulated in the problem
statement in section 1.1.
The following contributions address the problem outlined in research
question 1: How can navigation, target finding and tracking missions subject
to uncertainty be implemented on low cost UAV using online POMDP in real
scenarios?
I This research developed a novel framework for formulating, implement-
ing and executing UAV missions in GPS-denied and cluttered environ-
ments. These missions were formulated as sequential decision processes
under uncertainty using the mathematical framework of POMDP. The
framework allows the implementation of the POMDP formulation using
two of the fastest state-of-the-art online POMDP algorithms. A mod-
ular system architecture was developed in order to integrate different
modules developed to execute the missions. Modules were developed
for UAV motion control, UAV perception, online motion planning, vi-
sualisation of the belief-state and interfacing with the quadrotor UAV
for sending motion commands and receiving sensor readings.
I The framework allows to apply different sets of actions, separating the
motion planning from the motion execution. The motion of the UAV is
planned considering the UAV dynamics and sensors deviations in the
transition and observation functions. The deterministic component in
the transition function uses characterised step responses for action com-
mands that are obtained from real measurements of the four controlled
states, e.g. UAV forward and lateral velocities, altitude and yaw angle.
The stochastic component in the transition function is modelled using
Gaussian probability distributions in order to approximate the drift in
the heading angle over time.
I The framework allows the execution of a set of holonomic actions, in-
stead of a classic waypoint approach, which enables the UAV to plan
information-gathering actions in order to reduce the uncertainty in lo-
calisation.
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I The developed modules were implemented using the Robotic Operating
System (ROS) and are available as ROS packages. The modules execute
simultaneously in different threads and use standard ROS messages to
communicate with each other. The modules are implemented as ROS
services which allows them to exchange messages only when needed,
reducing the amount of data present in the network. The modules
are available for execution in different machines, which distributes the
computational expense to avoid overloading the system.
I A method was developed to coordinate the online motion planning, the
action execution, the observations calculation and the belief-state up-
date. A motion planner module acting as the master module executes
the online motion planning and request services to a motion control
module and an observation module. The motion control systems for
the four UAV controlled states were designed to guarantee a steady
state after transition of states. The duration of the action execution
also guarantees that the UAV reaches a stable state before executing
the next action and provides the required time for the motion plan-
ning algorithm to calculate the new policy and update the belief-state.
The required time for the framework to recompute a policy, execute
and action and update the belief based on perceived observations is 1
second.
I The framework allows to simulate the missions before flying and pro-
vides a virtual environment to visualise the evolution of the belief-state
in the POMDP in real time.
The following contributions about the development of methods for ad-
justing the planning horizon in online POMDP algorithms address research
question 2: What are the implications of the planning horizon in the com-
putation of a motion policy in a UAV mission under uncertainty? How can
the the planning horizon be adjusted to its optimal length for a particular
POMDP problem?
I Experiments conducted on four POMDP test cases indicated that a
maximum discounted return is reached for all problems for a particu-
lar length of the planning horizon. Furthermore, for longer planning
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horizons the discounted return does not increase. However, the com-
putation time does increase proportionally to the length of planning
horizon for all problems, which is undesirable in an online POMDP
implementation.
I A method was proposed and developed to analyse the correlation be-
tween values of discounted return in different levels of the search tree in
a MonteCarlo POMDP algorithm. This method was proposed to find
the optimal length of planning horizon for four test cases. Applying this
method indicated that the values of the discounted return, for deeper
levels in the search tree, compared with the root node, become less
correlated asymptotically, which could be used as a metric for selecting
the optimal planning horizon.
I Three algorithms were developed to adjust the planning horizon for
an online POMDP algorithm. These methods are able to reach the
maximum discounted return achievable for each of the cited problems.
However, the algorithm which adjusts the planning horizon in each
time step shortens the calculation time for the target tracking problem
about 30% compared with the other methods.
I The suggested methods provide a guideline to find the length of plan-
ning horizon that should be used as a parameter for solving a POMDP
using an online algorithm and succeed in achieving high discounted re-
turns values within low computation time, avoiding running trial and
error tests to set the planning horizon.
The next contributions about the formulation of a UAV navigation and
target detection mission in GPS-denied and cluttered environments address
research question 3: How can a UAV navigation and target detection mis-
sion be formulated as an online POMDP considering the uncertainty in UAV
motion, localisation, perception and target location in cluttered and GPS-
denied environments?
I The online POMDP formulation enabled a low cost UAV to fully nav-
igate and detect a target using only on-board sensors in GPS-denied
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environments and in the presence of obstacles. No additional equip-
ment such LIDAR sensors was used in the implementation of the UAV
navigation mission.
I The novel approach of including the motion control response for differ-
ent actions as a black box simulator into the transition function permits
to formulate the UAV navigation mission as a POMDP using continu-
ous state variables. This approach avoids an explicit representation of
the transition probabilities for each of the state variables which is some-
thing intractable for the number of state variables in the Navigation
mission.
I The motion control response for different actions was included in the
transition function between states without the need to discretise the
state space. The transition function also includes an stochastic compo-
nent to approximate the drift and deviations in the heading angle and
in the visual odometry computation. This stochastic component was
modelled using Gaussian probability distributions.
I The system executes a set of holonomic actions instead of a classic way-
point approach for navigating. This approach facilitates the execution
of the motion planning by modelling the UAV dynamics as a decoupled
system with a set of actions that are executed by a motion control
system in four states of the UAV. These actions are based on the time
response of the motion controllers of the UAV.The system also allows
for selecting the planning time in an on-line POMDP solver for a UAV
navigation mission, taking into account the duration of the actions.
I The simulation was conducted using a decoupled model of the UAV
dynamics based on the responses of four controlled states. In this case,
there are not wind disturbances affecting the UAV. For simulation pur-
poses, the program was run 100 times using libraries that generate re-
liable stochastic probability distributions. The real flight experiments
were tested in an indoor laboratory with limited wind disturbances,
neglecting the wind influence to the system. The POMDP navigation
model has a 100% success rate in simulation and 92.5% success rate in
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real flight tests because it relies on higher level actions that are executed
by the UAV using higher level PID controllers for the forward and lat-
eral velocities, the heading angle and the altitude. The step references
for the forward and lateral velocities for performing the action were
selected so that the UAV response remains within a linear point of op-
eration. Thus, non-linearities can be neglected. An off-the-shelf UAV
platform with onboard lower level controllers is used for controlling the
UAV attitude and stable hovering. Moreover, the system was tested
using two different sets of obstacles with 5 different goal locations and
each location tested 10 times for a total of 100 trials.
I Experimental results show that the system is robust to overcome uncer-
tainties that are present during a flight mission in an GPS-denied and
cluttered environment. The formulated online motion planner guides
the UAV towards regions where it can reduce the uncertainty in local-
isation of both the UAV and the goal target by detecting landmarks
in the scenario. Results also show that the system successfully finds a
path on-line for the UAV to navigate to a location where it could detect
a target with its onboard downward looking camera without colliding
into obstacles in 100% of the time for simulation and 92.5% of the time
in 100 real flight trials.
Research question 4: How can a UAV target finding mission in clut-
tered and GPS-denied environments be formulated as an online POMDP con-
sidering the uncertainty in UAV motion, perception and localisation of both
the UAV and the target?
I A target finding mission in GPS-denied and cluttered environments was
formulated and implemented as online POMDP modelling the mission
state-space as continuous and using a set of actions that takes advan-
tage of the holonomic capabilities of a quadrotor UAV.
I The formulation modelled the target location uncertainty using a uni-
form distribution to represent the initial belief that the target could be
anywhere on the ground within the scenario. Gaussian probability dis-
tributions were used in order to approximate the location in the UAV
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after take off and the drift in time of the measured heading angle and
visual odometry.
I A larger set of actions was implemented including six new actions to
change the heading of the UAV. This larger set of actions was im-
plemented in order to allow the UAV to have different views with its
onboard camera of the scenario. Although this larger set of actions rep-
resents an increase in the complexity of the calculation of the motion
policy, it also enables the UAV to have different view angles of a scene
allowing it to cover more area within the field of view of its onboard
camera.
I The formulation of the target finding mission includes the modelling
of the downward looking camera FOV and the target detection system
as well as the transformation needed to extract the target location
coordinates once it is detected. These models were integrated into the
observations functions in order for the POMDP to calculate the motion
commands needed to guide the UAV to explore the scenario with the
aim of finding the target on the ground. In addition, a prediction of
the observations was incorporated based on the current and next states
in order to compensate for the time spent by the POMDP algorithm,
updating the policy and calculating the next action.
I Simulations results showed that the system was able to find the target
in 100% of the episodes for four different target locations. Moreover,
this target finding mission was tested in flight and the UAV was able to
find the target in average of 80% of the time. Trajectories in simulation
and real flight show that the UAV learns that it could enlarge its field of
view to increase the change of detecting the target and initially ascends
instead of flying between the obstacles.
Research question 5: How can a UAV target tracking and following
mission in cluttered and GPS-denied environments be formulated as online
POMDP considering uncertainty in motion, localisation and perception of
both the UAV and the target?
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I The formulation includes the targets position, heading and velocity as
variables in a continuous state space. It also models the target motion
with kinematic equations in which the target velocity and heading have
a stochastic component.
I The target used for experimentation is car toy, remotely driven by a
person. Its motion is affected by the irregularities in the ground surface,
which create disturbances in its motion. These disturbances are typical
of real scenarios. The observations in the online POMDP formulation
are modelled to include an estimation of the target’s position and head-
ing once it is detected by the onboard camera in order to predict the
target’s motion.
I Three modes were used to model the target motion uncertainty due to
different target behaviours. Two modes describe a target moving in
paths around obstacles in a loop fashion. In these two modes the tar-
get’s motion is mostly deterministic with small deviations in its speed
to account for the uncertainty in the toy car speed. Another mode
includes a more random behaviour in which the target tries to escape
in the opposite direction of the UAV 50% of the time.
I Simulation results show that the UAV is able to find and track the
target in 100% of the cases. The UAV takes more than double the time
to accomplish the mission for the target escaping mode than for the big
loop mode and almost three times the time needed for the small loop
mode.
I Results in flight tests show that the UAV is able to find, track and follow
a target in a real scenario with an 85% success rate when the target’s
motion model is mostly deterministic, such as in first two loop modes.
The system is capable of following a target when it is pursued by the
UAV in 55% of the cases. In the successful cases, if the previously found
target gets out of the camera field of view, the system can predict the
target’s motion and guides the UAV toward the target to capture its
position with its onboard camera.
I The difference in the success rate of the missions tested on the simulated
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scenario compared with the real one can be explained by the large
uncertainty in the target motion which is much more difficult to predict
in real scenarios.
8.4 Recommendations
The formulation, implementation and execution of UAV missions in clut-
tered and GPS-denied environments with multiple sources of uncertainty is a
complex task. Some considerations should be taken into account for the im-
plementation of a framework that enables the flight testing of UAV missions
under uncertainty using POMDP.
I A thorough analysis of the dynamic capabilities of the UAV must be
performed in order to design independent motion controllers four the
decoupled states of the quadrotor UAV. The design and tuning of these
motion controllers takes time, repeated flight testing and varies accord-
ing to UAV specifications. However, this process facilitates modelling
the characteristic response of the UAV, which should be included in the
POMDP transition function as the deterministic component to calcu-
late the next state after performing an action.
I In order to characterise the controllers’ time response, system identi-
fication software can be used to analyse the data collected from real
flight testing the step responses for each controlled state. The tran-
sition function T in the POMDP formulation uses this characteristic
time response to calculate the next state of the UAV after performing
an action, and it can also be used to simulate the performance of the
framework.
I The observation function models the characteristics, ranges, accuracy,
disturbances and noise measurements in sensors. Modelling exactly all
these characteristics is not always possible, but approximations can be
made using probability distributions to model the uncertainty in the
perception system. If a camera is used as one of the sensors, then cam-
era calibration and a model for the FOV that depends on the UAV
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altitude is needed. Several flight tests measuring the drift in the ini-
tial hovering and the yaw angle measurements are needed in order to
approximate the model using Gaussian distributions.
I The discount factor γ, is used to balance the importance of actions dur-
ing the motion planning stage. Selecting a discount factor of one means
that there is no discount applied to the return received after performing
an action, which in turn gives the same importance to actions that are
executed in the short term and in the long term. Conversely, assigning
a value much lower than one discounts the return for actions executed
in the long term and in turn gives more importance to short-term ac-
tions. In this study, the discount factor was selected by performing 100
Monte Carlo simulations with values for the discount factor ranging
from 0.95–1, taking into account that the UAV should not collide with
obstacles (short-term goal) and should also reach and detect the target
(long-term goal).
I Finally, the values in the reward function (R) can be selected by fol-
lowing this approach. Focus first on reaching the primary goal, which
is to detect the target and assign a high positive value. Afterwards,
concentrate on the secondary objective which is avoiding colliding into
obstacles and going out of the flying area. The values for these objec-
tives should be set to negative but smaller than the primary objective.
They can be tuned by fixing the reward for reaching the goal and run-
ning multiple simulations with different values for the penalty. Finally,
in order for the UAV to choose shorter paths, values for the motion
penalty should be negative and small in value compared with the rest
of rewards and penalties.
8.5 Future research
This research provides a foundation and a framework for implementing robotic
mission in challenging scenarios using low cost UAV formulating them as se-
quential decision processes using online POMDP. There are some important
considerations and suggestions that can be implemented in order to extend
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the capabilities of the presented research.
Further research can be carried out by testing the system in outdoor
conditions in the presence of wind, where the uncertainties originate from the
estimate of the wind speed and direction. These variable should be included
into the belief-state of the POMDP formulation so that the motion plan can
take advantage of the information provided by onboard sensors including
these estimations as part of the set of observations. Nevertheless, including
this information into the POMDP formulation might create more complexity
to the policy calculation and an analysis of the benefits and disadvantages
should be performed. Adding the GPS module uncertainty and the wind
disturbances as another source of uncertainty into the POMDP model along
with real flight testing can also be explored.
Another challenging scenario is presented when there is uncertainty in
the map of the environment or when the obstacle location has uncertainty.
This situation creates the need to update the map of the environment based
on observations by onboard sensors. This update must be made online while
flying which makes it a very challenging and interesting problem.
Even though not included in the simulation or flight test, it is possible to
model a maximum ceiling and account for it in the reward function. Including
an additional cost in the reward function for climb and descent actions when
energy efficiency is a priority in the mission is an approach that could be
explored further.
Onboard implementation of the POMDP online planner, the motion con-
trol module and the observation module can be carried out in order to extend
the range of the missions that can be performed by the UAV. However, this
implementation is challenging because it requires an embedded system with
enough computational resources to compute a policy in the required step
time, which has been maximum 1 second for all the presented missions in
this research. Including such embedded system into the platform would re-
quire spending more energy in payload and processing power which can affect
the performance and range of the missions.
Finally, testing the framework using other types of platforms and UAV
and onboard navigation systems such as PIXHAWK [104] or Ardupilot is
still an opportunity for exploration. Including the Mavlink protocol into the
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framework could increase the capability and versatility of the framework.
Appendix A
Parameters
A.1 Variables & Constants
Variable Description
a action or motion command.
s POMDP mission state.
x˙b UAV Forward Velocity in body frame.
y˙b UAV Lateral Velocity in body frame.
zb UAV altitude in body frame.
ψb UAV yaw or heading angle in body frame.
X∗b UAV Action command vector {x˙b, y˙b, ψb, zb}∗.
Xb UAV actual controlled states {x˙b, y˙b, ψb, zb}.
u Control input vector {θb, φb, ψ˙b, z˙b}.
θb Pitch angle input.
φb Roll angle input.
ψ˙b Yaw rate.
z˙b Climb rate.
Ta action time.
Pw
UAV position and orientation vector {xw, yw, zw, ψw} in world
frame.
PTw Target position in the world frame {xTw , yTw}.
PTb Target position in the UAV body frame {xTb , yTb}.
h POMDP planning horizon.
b0 Initial belief-state.
pi POMDP motion policy
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Variable Description
γ POMDP discount factor.
S POMDP set of states.
O POMDP set of observations.
A POMDP set of actions.
R POMDP set of rewards.
T POMDP transition function.
o POMDP observation.
Vw Wind velocity.
Φw(x, y) Wind direction as a function of x and y.
Pa
UAV position and heading (xa, ya, za,Ψa), in world frame
(Navigation).
Vf UAV forward velocity (Navigation).
Vl UAV lateral velocity (Navigation).
σa Standard deviation in Gaussian distribution.
hc Image height.
wc Image width.
shift Shift from UAV frame to camera frame.
Pr UAV position (xr, yr, zr) and orientation Ψr, (Target Finding).
Pt Target position (xt, yt, zt and orientation Ψt, (Target Finding).
Vrf Forward Velocity (Target Finding).
Vrl Lateral Velocity (Target Finding).
Table A.1: Variables used in the thesis.
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A.2 Simulation environment
Parameter Min Max
x˙b (m/s) -0.6 0.6
y˙b (m/s) -0.6 0.6
ψ˙b (deg/s) 0 45
z˙b (m/s) 0 0.3
θb (deg) -5 5
φb (deg) -5 5
zb (m) 0.4 3.5
# Particles 2900 3500
Step time (s) 0.7 2.0
Policy time (ms) 500 800
Update time (ms) 200 300
Planning horizon (steps) 5 70
Detection reward 300 500
Hit obstacle penalty -70 -50
Out of scenario penalty -70 -50
UAV movement penalty -10 -2
Table A.2: Parameter values and constraints for simulation trials.
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A.3 Flight test environment
Device Technical Characteristics
Processor
1Ghz 32bit ARM Cortex A8 processor with 800
MHz video DSP TMS320DMC64x.
Memory 1Gbit DDR2 RAM at 200MHz.
Wireless connection WI-FI b/g/n.
Accelerometer 3 axis +/- 50 mg precision.
Gyroscope 3 axis 2000 deg /second precision.
Vertical camera 60 fps QVGA for ground speed measurement.
Front camera 30 fps HD.
Magnetometer 3 axis 6 deg precision.
Pressure sensor +/- 10 Pa precision (80cm/2.6 feet at sea level).
Ultrasound sensors for ground altitude measurement.
OS Linux 2.6.32.
USB connection 2.0 high speed.
Table A.3: AR Drone UAV Onboard autopilot technical characteristics.
Device Technical Characteristics
VICON Tracker
7 cameras with reflective markers for motion
object pose and position tracking.
Software Tracker 3.x, connection to MATLAB and ROS.
Precision 0.5 mm.
Table A.4: Vicon motion capture system.
Item Length (m) Width (m) Height (m)
Flying area 6.2 5.8 4.0
Obstacle box 0.4 0.45 1.35
Table A.5: Flight indoor scenario characteristics.
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A.4 Uncertainty parameters
Parameter Mean (µ)
Standard
deviation (σ)
Min Max
x˙bd (m/s) 0 0.01 -0.05 0.05
y˙bd (m/s) 0 0.01 -0.05 0.05
ψbd (deg) 0 0.2 -1.0 1.0
zbd (m) 0 0.02 -0.05 0.05
Table A.6: Values and limits of uncertainty as Gaussian distributions for
UAV controlled states in the Navigation mission.
Parameter Mean (µ)
Standard
deviation (σ)
Min Max
xwd (m) 0 0.2 -0.5 0.5
ywd (m) 0 0.2 -0.5 0.5
zwd (m) 0 0.02 -0.05 0.05
φwd (deg) 0 0.4 -2.0 2.0
Table A.7: Values and limits of uncertainty as Gaussian distributions in UAV
odometry in the Navigation mission.
Parameter Mean (µ)
Standard
deviation (σ)
Min Max
xTd (m) 0 0.4 -1.0 1.0
yTd (m) 0 0.4 -1.0 1.0
Table A.8: Values and limits of uncertainty in target location in the Naviga-
tion mission.
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Parameter Probability Min Max
Target detection P (detection) = 0.95 0.4 (m) 4 (m)
Table A.9: Probability and conditions for target detection in the Navigation
mission.
Parameter Uncertainty Min Max
xTd (m) Uniform distribution Lx1 Lx2
yTd (m) Uniform distribution Ly1 Ly2
Table A.10: Values and limits of parameters used for uncertainty modelling
in the Target Finding mission.
Parameter Description Min Max
VT (m/s) Target speed 0 0.5
φ˙T (deg/s) Target heading rate 0 45
Table A.11: Values and limits of target speed and heading in the Target
Tracking mission.
Probability Value Description
P(TE) 0.5 Probability of target escaping
P(TC) 0.5 Probability of target keeping same heading
P(TM) 0.9 Probability of target moving
P(TS) 0.1 Probability of target stopping
Table A.12: Values and limits of parameters used for uncertainty modelling
in the Target Tracking mission.
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